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Chapter I 

Overview 

The subgame-perfect equilibrium, originated by Selten (1975), is one of the most 

popular equilibrium concepts in industrial organization Its idea is very simple. Consider 

the simple entry game where an incumbent firm is confronted by a potential entrant. 

First, d1e potential entrant decides whether or not to enter the market. It must sink the 

fixed cost of $30 to enter the market. If entry does not occur, the incumbent earns $100 

and the game ends. If entry occurs, the incumbent has two options · to compete fiercely 

with the entrant, or to accommodate with it The former option brings each firm the 

gross profit of$1 0. The latter option brings each the gross profit of$40. 

This game has two Na h equilibria. One is that the incumbent competes fiercely 

and entry does nor occur (because the entrant loses $20 net of the fixed cost if it enters 

the market). However, this equilibrium is fragile to the entrant' s ' mistake' Suppose the 

entrant happens to enter the market. Then the incumbent has an incentive to 

accommodate with the entrant since it can earn not $ 10 but $40. Namely the 

incumbent ' s threat to compete intensely is not credible. To eliminate th is unrealistic 

equi librium, we have only to consider the strategy profile that is a Nash equilibrium in 

all subgames. This is the main concept of the subgame perfection. The second and more 

intuitive equilibrium is that entry occurs and the incumbent accommodates with the 

entrant This is the uniq ue subgame-perfect equilibrium of the above ent ry game. 

Next let us consider a similar entry game in a horizontally differentiated market 

Schmalensee ( 1978) argues that the incumbent can commit itself to tough competition 



by choosing many varieties of products before entry occurs. However, Judd ( 1985) 

shows in the two-goods model that this strategy is not credible when the exit cost is 

small . The reason is that the incumbent's profit increases by withdrawal of competing 

product with the entrant. Chapter 2 of this dissertation extends the Judd's argument to 

the infinite-goods case using Hotelling' s ( 1929) model with zero exit cost. It shows that 

the incumbent cannot deter entry by choosing any variety of products on condition that 

it cannot deter entry by one product. 

ls there any way for the incumbent to deter entry, then? Chapter 2 demonstrates a 

new commitment device for the incumbent it can commit to intense competition by 

letting other firm in the market intentionally. Suppose an incumbent firm is confronted 

by two potential entrants, a weak firm and a strong firm. The incumbent can deter entry 

of the weak firm, but cannot deter entry of the strong firm by itself When the weak firm 

moves before the strong firm , the incumbent may be able to block entry of the strong 

ftrm by allowing the entry of the weak ftrm and filling up the market. 

Chapter 3 analyzes the vertically differentiated market, and proved the robustness 

of the results in Chapter 2. Moreover it shows that a policy that enhances competition in 

a vertically differentiated market may be harmful to the society, The intuition is that, as 

the entrant becomes more dangerous, the incumbent cuts down the quality of its product 

in order to reduce the niche in the low-quality market. 

The simplest way to find the subgame-perfect equilibrium is to solve the game 

from the terminal branches, i.e. to use the backward induction. Chapter 4 extends this 

method to the s ignaling game described below (More precisely, it analyzes the 

sequential equilibrium of this game). Consider the economists who predict the trend of 

the economy in turn. Competent economists obtain common information on business 
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forecasts , and incompetent economists obtain independent information. No one knows 

who is able. Then young economists mimic others because a forecast different from 

others indicates inability when it proves wrong. An older economist, however, can infer 

his ability from past information. Therefore those who got useful information in the past 

stop herding to signal their ability when economists are heterogeneous . On the other 

hand, all economists herd together when economists are homogeneous. because the 

merit from signaling is small. The latter half of Chapter 4 investigates the empirical data, 

and shows that Japanese economists are more homogeneous than American. 



Chapter 2 

Weak Entrants Are Welcome* 

Abstract 

This paper investigates the decision problem of an incumbent firm confronted by both a weak 

and strong entrant in a dil:ferentiated market. Suppose that the incumbent can deter entry of 

the weak finn, but cannot deter entry of the strong firm by itself. Then the incumbent may 

allow entry of the weak firm and use it to alter the strong ftrm 's entry decision The present 

paper fo rmalizes this idea, and it sheds new light on the fact that domestic fim1s are 

sometimes able to block strong foreign fim1s after trade liberalization. The idea also explains 

why a dominant firm lets fringe firms be in the market. 

Keywords: Entry deterrence, Product differentiation, Commitment; Protection; Dominam 
firm. 

JEL Classirication Codes: D43 , Fl3, Ll3 

* I am g rateful to Michihiro Kandori, Masahiro Okuno-Fujiwara, Toshihiro Matsumura, 
Motoshige llo, Takahiro Fujimoto, Takatoshi Tabuchi , Tadashi Sekiguchi, Kanji 
Muramatsu, and especially Nobuaki Flori for their helpful comments. Any remaining 
errors are mine. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper demonstrates that an incumbent firm may intentionally allow entry of a weak 

firm to stop entry of a strong firm. ln other words, an incumbent ftrm that is confronted 

by a strong entrant may welcome a weak entrant Consider the incumbent firm confronted 

by both a weak and strong entrant in a differentiated market. Suppose the incumbent can 

deter entry of the weak firm, but cannot commit to deter entry of the strong firm by itself. 

Then, the incumbent has two options if the weak firm moves before the strong firm· to 

prevent entry of the weak firm, or to allow it. The former option leads to entry of the 

strong finn . On the other hand, the latter option may make it possible to block entry of 

the strong firm, since the market is now crowded. This article clarifies the conditions in 

which the incumbent will choose the latter option. 

This argument can explain many interesting phenomena. Let us imagine a developing 

country The incumbent domestic firms are too weak to stop entry of strong foreign firms 

by themselves. What if the government temporarily restricts trade? Then domestic 

entrants can move before foreign entrants, and the incumbents will allow entry of weak 

domestic firms to fill up the market. This will block the entry of foreign firms after trade 

liberalization since the entrants cannot earn enough profit. 1 This argument fits well the 

Japanese car industry around 1960 and the Japanese bearing industry. 

In 1960, the Japanese government announced that it would gradually remove import 

quotas and reduce tariff rates of cars and trucks after the mid-1960 's. Mitsubishi, Mazda, 

and Honda entered the car industry successfully in the early 1960's. In contrast, the 

strong foreign finns such as the Big 3 failed to enter the Japanese market after the 

reduction of tariff rates and the dollar depreciation in 1971 . Taking account of the large 

technological gap between the Big 3 and the Japanese firms, it is clear that Toyota and 

Nissan, the incumbents, cou'ld not prevent entry of the Big J by themselves. Thus it is 

reasonable to argue that Toyota and Nissan used the domestic entrants to deter the entry 

of the Big J . 

Next let us consider the Japanese bearing industry. The Japanese domestic firms , 

NSK and NTN, were so weak before World War 2 that Japan depended heavily on 

foreign firms such as Timken and AB SKF . .t\fter World War 2, Japan restricted imports 



and that caused the growth of the new domestic firms, Koyo Seiko and Nachi-Fujikoshi 

When Japan removed import quotas and reduced tariff rates in 1970's, Timken and AB 

SKF were still strong and they occupied 35% of the world market, Nonetheless they 

could not reenter the Japanese market since Koyo Seiko and Nachi-Fuj ikoshi filled it up. 

These arguments give rise to one question: why does the incumbent need a weak 

entrant to deter the entry of a strong firm? Why can it not block the entry of a strong firm 

by making additional plants itself instead of depending on the weak finn? Richard 

Schmalensee (1978) suggests that an incumbent firm can prevent entry by filling up the 

product spectrum. Giacomo Bonanno (1987) formally calculates the incumbent's optimal 

choice of product variety Kenneth L. Judd ( 1985), however, shows this strategy is not 

credible if an exit cost is small. Tbe reason is the incumbent has an ex post incentive to 

withdraw some products in response to entry by another firm. To illustrate this point, 

Judd considers a simple example with rv.·o close substitutes, say tea and coffee. All firms 

can produce them at the same constant marginal cost after they bear fixed costs, and they 

compete on price. Suppose that the incumbent produces both goods, and that entry 

occurs in coffee. lf the incumbent continues to produce coffee, it will earn zero gross 

profit from coffee, and the price war in coffee reduces demand for tea. ln contrast, if an 

exit cost is not high then the incumbent can do better by stopping production of coffee, 

since this raises the p1ice of coffee and profit from tea. Thus it will leave the coffee 

market and consequently entry by a new firm will occur. 

The above argument simplifies the real world on two important points; the 

incumbent may not be the same type of firm as the entrant, and there are many substitutes 

such as juice and cocoa in reality. An incumbent is usually mature and has a wide variety 

of products, while a newcomer has a limited variety of products. 2 Therefore the 

incumbent may be able to deter entry by clustering irs products. Suppose the incumbent 

can choose any variety of products and the entrant can choose one kind only. At first, the 

incumbent may choose many products al l of which are close substitutes. If entry occurs in 

one of them, the incumbent withdraws the directly competing product as Judd suggests 

but may keep the other products. Then, surrounded by many substitutes, the entrant may 

not be able to earn enough profit. Consequently it may not enter the market. 

We shall examine this possibility i11 the standard Horelling model with quadratic 



transportation costs. X. Martinez-Giralt and Neven ( 1987) shows that quadratic 

transportation costs make competition between similar products so severe that a firm 

prefers tO have one product rather than two. The same logic shows that, even if an 

incumbent firm can fill up the product spectrum, it has an ex post incentive to withdraw 

not only the directly competing product but also other products near to the strong firm 

Therefore an incumbent firm cannot deter entry of a strong firm without help of a weak 

entrant if there is no exit cost. 3 

If the exit cost is positive, on the other hand, the incumbent firm that clusters its 

products may keep them because withdrawal of one of them may not mitigate price 

competition enough to recover the exit cost. Yet, tlus strategy leaves broad room for an 

entrant in the market ends because the products must be suf!iciemly close together in 

order for the incumbent to keep them. Accordingly the incumbent needs a weak entrant 

to fill the market and deter entry of a strong firm 

A brief review of the previous literature is in order now. A considerable number of 

studies have been made of entry deterrence over the past few decades, and some articles 

consider the idea of sequential entry Among them, Edward C. Prescott and Michael 

Visscher (1977), James A. Brander and Jonathan Eaton (1984), and Damien J. even 

(1987) investigate how the possibility of further entry affects each firm's optimal product 

choice in a differentiated market. Gillian K. Hadfield (1991) considers spatial preemption 

and argues that an incumbent manufacturer can escape the commitment problem by 

delegating pricing authority to independent franchisees • Richard Gilbert and Xavier 

Vives (1986) show that oligopoly fLrms facing a potential entrant never under-invest in 

entry deterrence if they can commit to the quantity they produce. Vives (1988) shows 

that the incumbent(s) will either allow all the potential entrants in or keep them out when 

there is a large pool of potential entrants. Other articles take account of the entrant's 

strength explicitly. Judith R. Gelman and Ste en C. Salop (1983) argue that an entrant 

can elicit a less aggressive reaction from an incumbent by limiting its own capacity. Nancy 

T. Gallini ( 1984), and Claude Cram pes and Abraham Hollander ( 1993) consider R&D 

competition. Gallini (1984) shows that an incumbent may license its technology to reduce 

an entrant's incentive to develop better technology. Cram pes and Hollander ( 1993) 

suggest that an incumbent may raise the profits of an entrant by selling at a high price 



instead of licensing. 

evertheless, all of these studies fail to grasp the essence of the actual market that it 

consists of a variety of entrants. In contrast to their models, which contain only one type 

of entrant(s), in reality different types of entrants coexisc some are strong, and others are 

weak. Therefore, fo r a more realistic analysis it is necessary to integrate the heterogeneity 

of entrants into the model. The present paper addresses this issue. 

Furthermore, we can analyze the incumbent ' s response to changes in the relative 

strength of the entrants. We shall obtain the following results by gradually increasing the 

marginal cost of the weak firm. At first, the incumbent and the weak entrant locate at 

opposite ends of the market to avoid competition Then, as the strong entrant becomes 

dangerous, they commit themselves to compete intensely: they choose closer products to 

deter entry between them. More precisely, the incumbent moves inward to secure its 

market and the weak firm stays at the market end. Finally, the weak firm becomes too 

weak for entry deterrence and the incumbent stops using the weak firm. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Sectio.n 3 explains 

why an incumbent does not proliferate irs brands. Section 4 identifies the conditions for 

the incumbent to permit entry of the weak firm . Section 5 and Section 6 discuss some 

further issues, and Section 7 concludes this paper. The Appendix A contains the formal 

proofs of lemmata. 

2. The model 

We use a variant of Harold H orelling's (1929) model with three players : A denotes an 

incumbent, S denotes a strong entrant, and W denotes a weak entrant. 5 The potential 

product range is represented by the unit-segment [o, 1] A location on this segment 

corresponds to the attribute of the product. 

At first each firm chooses a finite set of products X, c [0, 1] (i= A,S,W) with a 

fixed cost F per product. If firm i does not enter the market, X, = $ . Next each decides 

the product(s) it reserves. The timing of each firm's action , which is common knowledge, 

is as follows. 

At date I, the incumbent A chooses a set X" and sinks a fi xed cost. A is assumed ro 
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be mature and can produce a number of products . X A = k~, .. ·, x;). We assume 

x~~ < · · · < x: S I- x~ (and consequently 0 S x~ S 0.5) without loss of generality (See 

Figure 2-1) 

At date 2, W observes X A and chooses Xw It sinks a fixed cost if it enters the 

market. At date 3, S observes X A and Xw, and chooses X s. lt sinks a fixed cost if it 

enters. We suppose that WandS are new, inexperienced firms which can choose at most 

one product, so that X,= (xJ or 4> for i = W.S 6 If X,= {x,} for i = A,W,S, we 

slightly abuse the notation and write X, = x, . 

At date 4, each finn observes the product choice (Xd, X s, Xw), and simultaneously 

selects a set of products to withdraw. 7 Each firm can withdraw its product(s) with no 

additional cost, but cannot recover the fixed cost. Tllis assumption, which will play a 

central role in the analysis, is natural and essential since a firm can get out of the market at 

will in reality. 8 Let X, be the set of products firm i does not withdraw (X, !;:;; X,). If 

X, = {x,} , we write X, = x,. 

At date 5, each finn observes (X_, , X s, _y,.), and simultaneously selects prices of its 

products. 9 Each pays variable costs and earns sales revenue. Each firm makes goods at 

constant marginal cost C, . Let us assume Cw > C~ =c •. 10 

Consumers are uniformly distributed with density I on the segment [0, 1], and their 

locations correspond to their favorite products. Each of them always purchases one unit 

of the good for which her indirect utility is maximized; 11 the utility of a consumer in 

y E [0, I] who bought x,' at price P,' is 

u(x:,y)=a-tfx.'-y)' -P,' bo) 

where t(r:,1 - y)' is the disutility of distance (''transportation costs") in the anribute 

space. It means that the marginal disutility of the consumer increases as the product she 

bought locates farther from her favorite one. 

The equilibrium concept we adopt is a weak refinement of subgame-perfect . ash 

equilibrium that assumes no weakly dominated strategy is played in equilibrium. 12 Let 
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nJ¥ "' X5 .lw) be the equilibrium profit of firm 1 (gross of the fixed cost) given 

(x", X,, Xw) in the subgame after date 5. Entry occurs when fl, is equal to or larger 

than the fixed cost. This paper does not take into account mergers or the formation of 

cartels. 

3. Why does the incumbent need the weak finn? 

Suppose an incumbent cannot deter entry of the strong fim1 by choosing one product. 

Then, this section will show that no matter how many products it chooses, the incumbent 

cannot deter entry of the strong tirm without the weak firm. If an incumbent chooses 

more than one product (instead of letting the weak firm in), it faces the commitment 

problem: it cannot commit to keep its products after entry occurs since withdrawal of 

competing products relaxes price competition and raises profits from the remaining 

products. Hence choosing two or more products is useless for entry deterrence. 

Bonanno (1987) calculates the equilibrium prices of two firms when one firm 

produces two goods and another finn produces one good. Martinez-Giralt and Neven 

(I 988) uses them and shows that both firm choose one product only and locate at 

opposite ends if two firms simultaneously choose their product varieties We shall extend 

their results to then-goods case. 

Lemma I . 

Suppose A chooses n products, W does not enter, S chooses xs = l , and they 

withdraw no products. Then in the unique equilibrium of this subgame 

(a) all products have positive sales, and 

(b) each fim1 chooses 

Ps = C s + ~ (I - x~ )(3 - x~ ) , 
J 

P:,=P:+f('"';+x~)k-dfor i=l,--- , n-1 

14 



The proofs of all lemmata can be found in the Appendix A Though profit from each 

product generally depends on all other products · locations and prices, Lemma 1 shows 

that each product has positive sales and competes only with its two neighbors in 

equilibrium. The reason is firm A can raise its profits by cutting P} when nobody buys 

x~ . Lemma 2 uses this result and shows that A reserves only one product if W does not 

enter and S chooses the end of the market. Note that "keeping all products and charging 

very high prices near 5" is not equal to "withdrawing products nearer to S'; A cannot 

conunit itself to the former strategy but can commit to the latter. 

Lemma 2. 

Suppose A chooses n (2! 2) products, W does not enter the market, and S chooses 

x5 =I . Then the unique equilibrium of the subgame after this history is 

(a) S does not withdraw its product, and 

(b) A withdraws n- I products and keeps x~ , namely the farthest product from x
5

. 

The outline of the proof is as follows . We shall calculate equilibrium payoffs from 

Lemma I, and show that A's profit increases when it withdraws x:. On the other hand , S 

keeps its product since it can earn zero or positive gross profit. By induction, A never 

reserves two or more products in the equilibrium of this subgame. A keeps x.~ since 

DA (xA, J,<j>) is decreasing in X A. 

Keeping x~, the nearest product to the other firm, bas two opposing effects on A's 

profit; it enlarges its market share, but it intensifies competition. The assumption of 

"quadratic transportation costs' ' implies that the marginal disutility of "moving" along rhe 

product line increases (decreases) as a consumer buys the farther (closer) product to her 

favorite one. Hence this assumption makes the latter negative effect so strong that the 

incumbent withdraws products nearer to the strong firm. 

This is also true of each entrant: choosing the product nearer to the incumbent 

reduces its profits. Lemma 3 shows that each entrant chooses the farthest product from 
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the incumbent if the incumbent chooses one product and the other entrant does not enter. 

The combination of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 yields Proposition t. 

Lemma 3. 

(a) V:r, 5 0.5 arg max i.,, ) IT s (x4 ,xs, <P) = arg max h,.J IT ,., (x", <P' xw) =I . 

(b) IT s (x, ,I, ljl) >IT s (x:, l,ljl) for x, < x:. 

Proposition I . 

Suppose W does not enter the market. If A cannot deter entry of S by choosing one 

product, then A cannot deter entry of S by choosing any number of products. 

Proof. 

If A cannot deter entry of S by choosing one product, for any x,., there exists some 

xs such that IT s (x" , xs, <P) ~ F . We show A cannot deter entry of S by itself in this case. 

Suppose A chooses n products at date 1. Jf S chooses xs = 1, Lemma 2 shows that A 

keeps x:, and withdraws the rest at date 4 Lemma 3 (a) shows that 'ixs 

IT s (x~, l , <P)~n. (x~ , xs. <P) . Consequently Scan enter the market by choosing Xs =I 

and keeping it at date 4 regardless of the products A chooses. Q.E.D. 

4. When to allow entry of the weak fmn? 

We shall confine our attention to the case in which the incumbent can stop entry of the 

weak f:irm but cannot stop entry of the strong firm by itself (Other cases are trivial). The 

last section showed that the incumbent cannot deter entry of the strong firm by itself 

when it cannot deter entry by choosing one product. From Lemma 3 (b). A cannot 

prevent entry of S by itself if and only if rr.(o.5,1,$hF. Note that S chooses the 

farthest product from x A to avoid competition and that choosing x,., = 0.5 minimizes 

the remaining space. By Lemma 1, ITs(x,, xs, IJl)=/
8

(xs -x,)(4-x" -x.)' for 

Xs ~ XA, and rr,(o.S,I,<J>h F is equivalent to 



<~ 
f- 144 

F 
where J=-

1 
(I) 

(F is the fixed cost per product and I is the coefficient of the disurility of distance). 

Similarly, A can block entry of W by itself if and onl y if IT..- (0.5, <j>, I)< F . That is, 

(5-4t:.) ' C. -C f >---or L':. ~ I 25 , where L':. =-"--5 . 
144 I 

(2) 

Now we are ready to determine the condi ti ons for the incumbent to permit entry of 

the weak firm. This section considers the sufficient conditions for simplicity (Section 5 

shows the necessary and sufficient conditions) Let us examine the dec ision of each firm 

in reverse order, starting with the decision problem of the strong firm. 

Define x; = argmax IT 5 (x~ ,x5 , x..-) Suppose A chooses x,. = 0 and W chooses 

xw = I . Then S does not enter the market if 

(3) 

where 

txs[t:.+3(1-x.}P .,f 3(1-t:.) 
( ) 

Xs ~--- , 
18 1- x5 3 -L':. 

-
1
-(1 + 2x5 -t:.Jb- (1- x5 ) ' ] 

4x5 

if X s > 
3

;
1 ~:) and 3(1- t:.)- 2x5 (1- x5 ) > 0, 

lx5 (4- xsJ' 
18 

otherwise. 

Next suppose n.,. (o, <j>, I) ;::: F , namely 

(3- t:.l' f$-- . 
18 

(4) 

Then Proposition 2 below shows that in the unique equilibrium A allows entry of Wand 

deters entry of S by use of W if L':.$ I and the (t:., j) pair satisfies all of (1 ). (2), (3) and 

( 4 ) . The proof will make use of the following preliminaries. 

Lemma4. 

Suppose that A keeps 11 (2:: 2) products and that xw 5, x~ or x;; ~ 0 5. Then 
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ITw (k, , ···,X~ t $, x,.) !> IT w (0 5, ~ . I) 

Lemma 5. 

11, ~r., ,xs,x.,.)!> 11, (,r_.,$,xw) for any 'E {A ,W}, "r •. xw, and x5 . 

Lemma 6. 

S chooses x s = I if (I) holds and W does not enter the market. 

Lemma 7. 

Suppose A chooses 11 (<! 2) products and x~ < 0.5 Then 

(a) rrJk,-··,x~ lcj> , I)> nJk,-·· ,X~t<Jl,xw ) for any XwE (x: ,I), 

(b) rr.Jk , .. ·,x;-tlq,,l)> rrJk.-·· , x;-', x~ l<P.l) for !::. !>1, and 

(c) n , (x.,!jl, l) is decreasing in x, 

Proposition 2. 

Suppose all of (1 ), (2) , (3), (4), and !::. !>I are satisfied. Then the unique equilibrium 

outcome is that A chooses x • = 0, W chooses xw = I , and S does not enter the market. 

Proof 

First we show that A earns n , (0, ¢,I)- F if it chooses x, = 0 a£ date l. Note that 

S does not enter the market if A chooses x., = 0, W chooses x., = I , and (3) holds. W 

chooses x, =I if A chooses x , = 0 and both of(J) and (4) hold . The reason is 

ITw (o, x5 , x,. )$ ITw (0, cj>, xw) (from Lenm1a 5) 

!> IT, (0, cj>, 1) (from lemma 3 (a)). 

Thus A earns n.(o,cj>,I)- F if it chooses x .. = 0 a£ date I and keeps it at date 4. We 

show n A decreases if A deviates from this. 

Consider the sub game where A chooses x A > 0 at date l and W enters the market. 

We will determine an upper bound of A's payoff. Lemma 5 shows 
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n)x" , x5 ,xw ) ~ n)x",q>,xw ). Calculation shows that n" decreases as A and W 

choose products nea rer to each other, namely n" (x", q>, xw) < n )o, $, 1) . Thus A's 

payoff must be smaller than n" (o, q>, 1) - F in this sub game. 

Next consider the sub game where A chooses n ( ~ 2) products at date I and W 

enters. Lemma 5 shows n iV (t'( ~ .... , X~ 1 x,, Xw) ~ n il' (tx-~··· , X~ l$. XII'). Lemma 4 

shows n ... (k ,. .. ,x:;lq>,x,Js: nw (o 5, q>,l) if X~~ 0.5 or Xw s; X~ Therefore both 

of x; < 0.5 and xw > x: must hold in order for W to enter the market. Then 

n , (t'C ~ ,- ... x~ l x,,x .. )s:n" (k,. .. ,x: l!l> ,xw ) (from Lemma 5) 

s: n A (k ,. .. ' x: 111>.!) (from Lemma 7(a)) 

< TI " (x~ , $.1) for 6 S: I (from Lemma 7(b)) 

s:n)o,q>,J) (from Lemma 7(c)), 

and A's payoff must be smaller than n, (0, q>, 1)- nF (< n • (0, q>, l)- F) in this subgame 

regardless of the product(s) it keeps at date 4. 

Lastly, we consider the remaining subgame where A chooses n( ?. I) product(s) at 

date 1 and W does not enter the market. Then Lemma 2 and Lemma 6 show that S 

chooses x s = 1 and keeps it at date 4, and that A keeps x~ only at date 4. Since 

n ,(x,,l,q>) is decreasing in x", we conclude that A can earn njO,I ,q>)-nF 

(< n • (0, ¢, 1)- F) or less in this subgame Q.E .D. 

Proposition 2 shows that A chooses x" = 0 and lets the weak firm enter if all of ( 1 ), 

(2), (3), (4), and 6 S: 1 are satisfied . The intuition is as foilows. Now that A cannot stop 

entry of S without W from (I), it is better for A to allow entry of Wand use it for entry 

deterrence. Then choosing x,, = 0 maximizes n, from Lemma I , and W chooses 

x., = 1 to avoid competition. This blocks entry of S because of (3) . 

The question is whether there exists any set of parameters that meets all conditions 

of Proposi tion 2. Theorem 1 shows the existence of such sets. 

Theorem l. 
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. C,.. - C, d f F Th Define 6=--- an =-. en 
I I 

(a) there exists a (t., j) pair that meets all of the conditions in Proposition 2, and 

(b) the following statements are true under such a (t..j) pair; 

(b I) A lets W enter to deter entry of Sin the unique equilibrium. 

(b2) A could not deter entry of S if S moved before W. 

(b3) A would deter entry of W if S did not exist. 

Proof 

Proposition 2 shows that (b I) is true if (I), (2), (3), and ( 4) are satisfied and 1:!. 5 I . 

(b2) and (b3) are true if(!) and (2) hold Hence we have only to prove the existence of a 

(t.,J) pair that satisfies all of(!), (2), (3), (4) , and 6 s 1. See Figure 2-2. 

The boundaries of(3) and (4), 

if= n 5 (o,x; ,t) {3 ' ) 

and /= {3-t:,)' 
18 ' 

(4') 

are continuous curves in the (!:!. , J) plane and they are not vertical lines if t, = 0 . 

n s (o, x s, !) = 0.51x s (I - x s ) . Thus (3 ·) crosses the vertical axis at 0. 125 . ( 4 ') crosses it 

?' 
at 0.5 , and the boundaries of (1) and (2) cross it at ~ . Consequently, for sufficiently 
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small 1:!. there must be a point on the boundary o (!)that is above (3 ') and below (4') . 

All of(\), (2), (3), and (4) hold under such a (t.,J) pair. QE.D. 

5. Discuss ion 

Theorem I shows that the incumbent blocks entry of the strong firm by use of the weak 

finn if (t., j) lies in the shaded area iJJ Figure 2-2. The incumbent benefits from the 

existence of the weak firm because it cou ld not deter entry of the strong firm without the 

weak finn . The weak firm benefits from the existence of the strong firm because the 

incumbent would not permit its entry without the strong finn . 

Let us discuss Figure 2-2 in detail. Remember that tis the coefficient of the disutility 



of distance in the attribute space, 6. is the difference of marginal cost between Wand 

normalized by I, and that/is the fixed cost normalized by I. 

A cannot deter entry ofSby itselfif (6..j) lies below (1) . (1) is horizontal because 

the size of Cw is irrelevant. A can stop entry of W if (6.,J) lies above (2) . The reason 

' hy the slope of (2) is negative is obvious. To block entry of W,f must be large enough. 

The stronger W is (i .e. the smaller 6. is), the larger f must be. (I) and (2) cut the vertical 

axis at the same point because 6. = 0 implies Cw = C s . 

A and W can prevent entry of S if (6., f) lies above the graph of (3 ' ) (3 ' ) is lower 

than (I) at 6. = 0 because the presence of W reduces the niche for S (3 ') slopes upward 

because Scan earn more gross profit as W becomes weaker 

W can enter the market if A chooses x" = 0 and (6., j) lies below the graph of(4') 

(4') is higher than (2) at 6. = 0 since the remaining space for W decreases in x". (4' ) 

slopes downward because f must become smaller as W becomes weaker in order to keep 

W s profit non-negative. 

Since Theorem I gives sufficient conditions, actual area where A can deter emry of S 

is larger than the shaded area in Figure 2-2. If (6.,/) lies just below (3 ' ), .-1 and W can 

prevent entry of S by narrowing t11eir distance. Either way below will do for entry 

deterrence; A moves inward enough and W stays at the end, or A forces W to move in. 

Proposition 3 shows that A chooses t11e former in the unique equilibrium. The intuition is, 

provided that A and W must choose closer products, it is better for A to move inward and 

secure customers than to stay and lose the market (The Appendix A contains the proof). 

Lemma 8. 

W does not enter the market if n, l~: A , x; (x" , xw ), xw)?. F for any x,., . 

Proposition 3. 

Suppose some x, satisfies all of the following inequal ities; 

ns (x_., x; (x), i)~ F , 

n , (x",.p, ih rr,(O,i,.p), 



and flw(x.,.~.I);?F 

Also suppose that (D.,j) pair satisfies (I) and (2) Define 

x;, =mink E [o,o sllrrs (",, x~ (xJ, 1) $F). 

Then A chooses x:, W chooses xw = l , and S does not enter the market in the unique 

equilibrium. 

Proposition 3 shows that the incumbent and the weak firm choose similar products 

and commit themselves to tough competition when entry threat is severe. Theorem 2 

derives the necessary and sufficient conditions under which A uses W for entry deterrence. 

Figure 2-J shows the conditions graphically 

Theorem 2. 

(a) The following inequalities are the necessary and sufficient conditions for A to let W 

enter intentionally in the unique equilibrium; 

and 

fl s (0 .5,l,(jl);? F, 

n, (o. 5, ~. 1) < F , 

fl s(05,x;, J) <F, 

nw (x:.~. I) ;? F, 

where xA =minx_, such that n sl"_,,x;{x,,x"'),x11,);? F 

for any xw that satisfies fl .,. (x" , $, xw) ;? F . 

(I) 

(2) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(b) If A uses W for entry deterrence, it chooses x" = x: and W chooses xw = 1 . 

(c) ax:;? 0 and ax:$ 0 The equalities hold if fls(o,x; ,i)< F . 
a6 af 

Proof. 

lf (I) is satisfied, A cannot deter entry of S by itself. If (2) is satisfied, A can stop 

entry of W There exists x: if (5) is satisfied. Then A can use W to prevent entry of S by 
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choosing x, = x: provided that (6) is satisfied and W can enter the market. n, (x", I, cp) 

is the maximum profit A can earn when it chooses x A such that W cannot deter entry of S 

Using W for entry deterrence is profitable if(7) is satisfied. Therefore (I), (2), (5). (6) and 

(7) are the sufficient conditions. 

If ( I) is not satisfied. A can deter entry of S without W. If (2) is not satisfied, A 

cannot stop entty of W If (5) is not satisfied, A and W cannot prevent entry of S. If (6) is 

not satisfied, A cannot use W for entry deterrence. lf A intends not to deter entry of S, it 

can earn ll).rA , l, cp) because Lemma 8 shows that W does not enter when x , = xA. 

Accordingly A does not have an incentive to prevent entry of S if (7) is not satisfied. 

Therefore (I), (2), (5), (6) and (7) are the necessary conditions. 

(b) and (c) are directly derived from Proposition 3. Q E.D. 

Figure 2-3 reveals three important points. The first point is that the incumbent does 

not allow entry of W if it is too weak (i.e., t. is too large) . A uses Wand deters entry of S 

if (t.. j) lies in the shaded area in Figure 2-3. A horizontal move from the left to the 

right in Figure 2-3 shows an increase in Cw given Cs (= CA) and/ The intuition is that 

an entrant which i.s too 'veak is useless in deterring the enrry of a strong firm. 

The second point is that all lines in Figure 2-3 shift upward in direct proportion to 

the density of consumers This implies that the shaded area exists regardless of the density 

of consumers, i.e. the market size. 

The third point is that 1 is irrelevant to the shape of the shaded area in Figure 2-3 . 

This is due to the assumption that a consumer always buys one product, because it makes 

each finn's optimal product homogeneous of degree zero. If a (reservation price) is 

sufficiently large compared to Cw and 1, this assumption is satisfied and we can conclude 

that the incumbent may use the weak firm for en try deterrence regardless of the degree of 

substi tutability between products. 

Figure 2-3 has some implications for a developing country where imports are 

temporarily forbidden and an incumbent firm is confronted by a strong foreign firm and a 

weak domestic firm. Suppose the domestic entrant is so weak that the incumbent cannot 

deter entry of the strong foreign firm even if it allows entry of the weak domestic firm 



Then the incumbent has an incentive to provide technical assistance for the domestic 

entrant before trade liberalization in order to lower Cw and use it for entry deterrence. 

They can block entry of the strong firm if the incumbent succeeds in moving the (t. , f) 

pair into the shaded area in Fi,t,>ure 2-3 . Since the incumbent gains from this provision of 

technica l assistance, the incumbent may even pay for it! 

6. Extensions 

6- 1. Positive exit costs 

Our argument until now has assumed zero exit cost. What will happen if the exit cost,£, 

is positive? Suppose the incumbent clusters its products. Then withdrawing one of them 

may not mitigate price competition enough to recover exit cost. Hence the incumbent 

may keep all products after entry occurs, and it may be able to deter entry by itself 

Proposition 4 shows that, fo r any positive exit cost , there exists a set of parameters where 

the incumbent can deter entry of the strong firm by itself only if it chooses two products. 

Proposition 4. 

Suppose E > 0 and (I) is satisfied. Then there exists a set of parameters under 

which A deters emry of S by choosing two products in the unique equilibrium. 

Proof 

Suppose A chooses two products. Then x! = 1- x~ = x > 0.5 minimize the market 

niche. Calculation in the proof of Lemma 2 shows that 

n. (k,,. · ·, x:;-11x_,4>)- 11,. ({t-~,. · ·, x;-1
, x; lx

5
,<J>) 

_ t(x_;-<-1) f 6 ( )' ( 6 )(-•-I •) I ~1 )1 •-1 ·" -( •)' ] -
72 

P -4x5 +I +4x, '·' +x. -5~.< -14x" .t ,1 -)X" 

and it is minimum at x5 =I . Thus A can commit itself to keep both products by choosing 

x that satisfies 

..!__(2x-t)(27-4x+4x ' )< £ . 
72 

(8) 

Note that (8) is satisfied fo r any positive E if x is sufficiently close to 0.5 . Define 
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Also suppose a (the reservation price of consumers) is so large that 

n_{{!-x,x},<Jl,<jl)-F > IT,.(O,<Jl,!) for some XE (05 ,x) 

Define x' = arg max rr.{{!- x, x}.<P.<P) subject to XE (o.s,x). Then, if (F,t) satisfies 

~ > F > ~(I- x')(3- x')' = IT 5 ({1- x', x'}, I,<Jl) , 
144 18 

A can deter entry of S by choosing x; = l - x~ = x' but cannot deter entry with one 

product. It is clear that such (F, 1) exists. Q.E. D 

Proposition 4 shows that choosing two or more brands may be useful for entry 

deterrence if they are thickly clustered. Yet this strategy leaves broad room for an entrant 

in the market ends. Therefore the incumbent may need a weak entrant to fill it up. 

Theorem 3 shows that, for moderate exit costs, there exists a set of parameters under 

which A chooses only one product and uses W to deter entry of S in the unique 

equilibrium. 

Theorem 3 . 

There exists a set of parameters under which 

(a) A chooses one product and lets W enter to deter entry of Sin the unique equilibrium; 

(b) A would deter entry ofW if S did not exist; 

(c) A could not deter entry of S if S moved before W; and 

(d) £ > 0.25F . 

Proof. 

Suppose C,, = Cs = 0 to simplifY the argument. First we derive the conditions 

where A never chooses more than three goods in equilibrium Define 

and -< = arg max IT A (xA, $. x,;. (x A)) . 

Suppose that A can choose one product only, and that 



n,.. (x;,lj>,x,: (x:)h F (9) 

and ns(x:, x;(.: ,x,;,),x,:(x))<F . (10) 

Then, since nJr~ . .p, x,;. (x:))> max n)x,, x; (x...), ,p) , the same argument as 

Proposition 2 shows that A chooses x.~ , W chooses x,:. (r;), and S does not enter the 

market in the unique equilibrium. If A chooses four goods, 

maxn A \.x·A,XS, X., = n" - ,- ,-,- .$.$ =a-- . { ,' , , ) ({ I 3 5 7} ) t 
8 8 8 8 64 

If A chooses five goods, 

max nJxA, Xs ,xw)= IlA ({o 1,03,0 5,0.7,0.9},$, <j>)= a- 1 ~0 . 

Therefore A never chooses more than four goods in equilibrium if(9), (10), 

F > _:}!___, and n , (x;, .p, x,;. (x-J)> a -
6

1

4 
- 3F 

1600 

are satisfied. 

(II) 

Next we consider the case where (9), (1 0), and (II) are satisfied. Then the best A 

can do for entry deterrence is to choose x. = {!- x,0.5,.¥}, where 

, {IE (2x-I)L ' )} x=max x · ~~IIS3+52x-20x- . 

Accordingly, A cannot stop entry of S by itself if and only if 

n s({l-x,os,x}. t,$)= 1~ (t-x)(J-x)' ~F. (12) 

A can prevent entry of W if and only if 

rrw({t- x,o.s,.¥},q,,J)= ~) [(t - x)(J-x)-t.]" <F . ( IJ) 
18\] -X) 

A has no incentive to choose more than one product if 

n, k; ,q,,x,;, (x:))> max Il, (k , x~ l •p, 1) -F . (14) 

Finally, we show the set of parameters that satisfies all of(9), (10), (11), (12), (13), 

and (14). Suppose a=0,8t , £:50.0340981, F=0.131444t , and t. is sufficiently 

small . Then all of the above conditions are satisfied, and A chooses x: = 0. 2695 , W 

chooses x,: lr:) = 0. 94697, and S does not enter the market in the unique equilibrium. 



Q.ED 

!f the exit cost is moderate, A cannot cover the whole market with its products 

because of the commitment problem. Thus it needs W to deter entry of S. The fact that A 

uses W even if the exit cost is as much as a quarter of the fixed cost demonstrates 

generality of our argument. 

6-2. Cost differences 

ext consider the case that c.# Cs · See Figure 2-2. (1) and (2) always cut the 

vertical axis at the same point because Cw = C s at l> = 0 . Given Cs , all lines in Figure 

2-2 move upward as C, increases. The reason is S and W can earn more as A becomes 

weaker. Similarly, (!), (2), and (3 ') move downward as Cs increases given C.,. 

Therefore, on condition that the difference between C A and C s is sufficiently small, the 

shaded area in Figure 2-2 exists when C-' > C,.. > Cs and Cw > Cs >CA . 

6-J Several incumbents 

Finally, we shall consider the case where two or more incumbents are confronted by 

a weak and a strong entrant. Suppose two incumbents, A and B, locate on a circle and 

they cannot deter entry of a strong firm by themselves. amely suppose they cannot deter 

entry when A chooses three o 'clock and B chooses nine o'clock (this minimizes the 

market niche). Then they may choose closer products and allow entry of a weak firm on 

the other side of the market. For example, suppose A chooses two o'clock and B chooses 

ten o'clock Then a weak entrant fills in six o'clock, and there remains no room for the 

strong firm. This is what has happened to the Japanese car market around 1960. The 

upper half of the circle represents the market for medium-class cars. The lower half 

represents the market for mini cars. Since the Big 3 intended to enter twelve o'clock (the 

medium and large car market) after trade liberalization, Toyota and Nissan chose two 

o'clock and ten o' clock respectively (produced medium cars) and intentionally allowed 

entry of Honda in the micro-mini car market. 
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7. Conclusions 

We have considered a differentiated market where an incumbent fum is confronted by a 

weak entrant and a strong entrant. lf the weak entrant moves before the strong entrant, 

the incumbent concedes the product space intentionally and permits the weak firm in the 

market. Then the market is filled up and entry of the strong firm is prevented. The first

mover' s advantage is so strong in this model that the fittest, i.e. the strong entrant, may 

not survive in the market. From the weak firm's point of view, its successful entry is due 

to the strong firm because the incumbent would prevent the weak firm ' s entry without the 

threat of the strong firm. Past literature has not focused on this idea. 

We show moreover that the incumbent firm and the weak firm choose closer 

products and commit themselves to compete fiercely as the threat of entry becomes 

severe. This explains very well one of the notable features oftbe Japanese market, "tough 

competition between domestic firms with similar products'·. When Japan gradually 

removed import quotas and reduced tariff rates in the 1960's and 1970's, Japan was still a 

developing country and its domestic firms were weak. Confronted by strong foreign firms , 

the Japanese domestic firms chose similar products and committed themselves to intense 

competition. As a result, the Japanese market became unattractive and foreign firms did 

not enter. 

Our resu lts can be applied to a homogeneous market if each firm commits itself to a 

variable like investment level (in capacity or in R&D) before production. By committing 

itself to a low investment level , the incumbent can persuade the weak firm to enter the 

market. Thus it can use the weak firm to prevent entry of the strong fum. 

There are many arguments about why a dominant firm does not drive fringe firms 

out of the market. 13 The result here offers a new explanation of this puzzle: the dominant 

firm uses weak fringe firms to deter entry of strong potential competitors. 
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Notes 

I . The government has an incentive to put this policy into action because it raises the 

social welfare of the domestic country by the net profit of the weak firm. 

2 Mitsubishi, Mazda, and Honda all specialized in "micro-mini" cars in the early stage 

of entry 

3. Ashiya ( !999) obtains the same result in a vertically differentiated market. 

4. This assumes homogeneous retailers at regular intervals who are eager to join in the 

francnise. The incumbent deters entry by combining these retailers. 

5. We can make similar arguments with two or more incumbent firms. See Section 6. 

6. To let each entrant choose two or more products does not alter the conclusion; the 

entrant chooses one product in the unique equilibrium. 

7 Judd ( 1985 p. l56 fn . 3) argues that "this is the correct static approximation of a truly 

dynamic analysis of entry into a growing market. Intuitively, in a continuous-time 

analysis, no one firm can commit itself to staying since tomorrow will give another 

chance to ex.i l." 

8. An ex.it cost is the cost arising only because of the act of ex.it. One example is a 

printing cost of a new catalogue (from which withdrawn products are deleted). r ote 

that irreversible investment in product-specific capital is a sunk cost and is not an ex.it 

cost. We shall consider the case of positive ex.it costs in Section 6. 

9. A unique pure strategy equilibrium always exists in this subgame because of the 

quadratic "t ransportation costs''. See Lenuna I in Section 3. 

1 0. We shall extend our argument to other cases (e. g. C, > Cw > C s) in Section 6. 

11 . A very similar analysis can be done with elastic demand. 

12. Consider the Judd 's example in the introduction. Suppose the incumbent chooses tea 

and coffee, and entry occurs in coffee. Then it is also a subgame-perfect Nash 

equilibrium after this history that the incumbent keeps both products and the entrant 

exits from coffee. We need fUrther refinement to exclude this unrealistic equilibrium. 

13. For example, myopic behavior of fringe firms (Peter Berek and Jeffrey M. Perloff 

(1988)), demand uncertainty (E. Appelbaum and C. Lim (1985)), and the possibility 

of antitrust action. 
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Figure 2-1: The product line of A. 
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Figure 2-2: The sufficient conditions in which A allows entry of W. 
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Figure 2-3 : The necessary and sufficient conditions in which A 

allows entry of W 
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Chapter 3 

Brand Proliferation Is Useless to Deter Entry* 

Abstract 

This paper considers an incumbent firm that is faced with a potential entrant in a vertically 

differentiated market. It demonstrates that an incumbent firm cannot prevent entry 

through product proliferation because of a commitment problem. The incumbent always 

makes one product only, and it degrades the quality to deter entry of a low-quality firm if 

entry is not blockaded. Hence the social welfare decreases as the emrant becomes more 

dangerous. 

Keywords: Entry deterrence; Vertical differentiation; Brand proliferation; Commitment 

JEL Classification Codes: 043 , Ll3 . 

• I am grateful to Michihiro Kandori for helpful coounents. Any remaining errors are mine. 
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I. l.ntroduction 

This paper considers an incumbent firm that is faced with a potential entrant in a vertically 

differentiated market. It shows that to make two or more kinds of products and fill up the 

market is not an effective measure of entry deterrence. Suppose an incumbent ftrm makes 

some kinds of products and entry occurs near to one of them. Keeping all products 

enables the incumbent to discriminate among its customers, but it induces tough 

competition with the entrant. Withdrawal of the products near to the entrant, on the other 

hand, relaxes competition and increases the incumbent' s profit from the remaining 

products. Thus the incumbent withdraws competing products and consequently entry 

occurs in equilibrium. 

Ironically, choosing two or more kinds of products makes entry easier: it warrants 

an entrant a large market because the incumbent is forced to withdraw all products near 

to the entrant. Therefore, faced with an entrant, the incumbent always chooses one kind 

of product in equilibrium. 1 It selects the good of the highest quality when the fixed cost is 

large and entry is blockaded. It chooses a product of middle quality to prevent entry of a 

low-quality firm when the fixed cost decreases. Finally, when the fixed cost is too small to 

deter entry by one product, it produces the highest quality to secure its profit. 

The above result indicates that the social welfare increases in the fixed cost when 

the incumbent deters entry. As the ftXed cost decreases, the incumbent cuts down the 

quality of the product and each customer obtains less utility from consuming it. Therefore 

both of the incumbent ' s profit and consumer' s surplus decreases. This argument 

demonstrates that a policy intervention that enhances competition is harmful to the 

society when no entry occurs afterwards. 

There are a considerable number of studies about product-line selection in a 

differentiated market. We can classify them into three types. The studies of the first type 

assume that two firms choose their product varieties simultaneously. Gal-Or (1983) and 

Wernerfelt ( 1986) investigate the optimal product line when firms compete in quantity. 

Brander and Eaton ( 1984) analyze the optimal product choice when each finn chooses 

two varieties. Martinez-Giralt and Neven (1988) consider the horizontal differentiation 

model of d' Aspremont, Gabszewicz, and Thisse (1979) (Hotelling (1929)'s model with 
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quadratic transportation costs · we call it ' Horizontal model ' hereafter) and show that 

firms choose only one product each even if they can select any number Martinez-Giralt 

(1989) obtains the same result in the vertically differentiated Hotelling model with 

quadratic transportation costs. 2 Champsaur and Rocher (1989) and Cremer and Thisse 

( 1991) prove that the vertical differentiation model of Mussa and Rosen (1978) is 

mathematically equivalent to Horizontal model if marginal cost is a quadratic function of 

the quality. Therefore both firms choose one product each in the model of Mussa and 

Rosen ( 1978). However, the studies of this type leave out of account that an incumbent 

firm can choose its product line in advance of an entrant. 

The papers of the second type assume that firms move sequentially. Schmalensee 

(1978) argues that an incumbent firm can successfully prevent entry by producing enough 

varieties. Bonanno (J 987) uses Horizontal model and shows that an incumbent firm can 

stop entry by changing location of its products. Constantatos and Perralcis (1997) obtains 

a similar result in the vertical differentiation model of Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979). 

Nevertheless, these papers have two shortcomings: they cannot explain why monopoly is 

rare in reality, and they do not check whether or not the incumbent's strategy is credible. 

The papers of third type explicitly deal with the commitment problem of an 

incumbent fmn after entry occurs. Judd (1985) shows with a two-goods model that, if an 

exit cost is small, the incumbent cannot stop entry by choosing both goods since it has an 

ex post incentive to withdraw the product entry occurs. Ashiya (forthcoming) proves that 

choosing two or more products does not help the incumbent deter entry in Horizontal 

modeL This paper demonstrates robustness of their results : when the exit cost is small , 

brand proliferation is useless for an incumbent to prevent entry in a venically 

differentiated market. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 shows 

that the incumbent withdraws products near to the entrant Section 4 investigates the 

optimal product of the incumbent given the fixed cost. Section 5 analyzes the social 

welfare, and Section 6 considers the extended model where three firms move sequentially. 

Section 7 concludes rhis paper. The Appendix B contains the formal proofs. 
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2. The model 

We use the vertical differentiation model of Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979) : A denotes an 

incumbent and B denotes an entrant. 3 The timing of each firm 's action, which is common 

knowledge, is as follows At date I , A chooses a set of products Q" = (q1,. .. ,qJ 

(q1 < ... < q. ) from a technologically feasible range of qualities (J,Q]. We assume 

Q = 6 for tractability. 
4 

At date 2, B observes Q" and chooses Q
8 

= {q
8
,q

8
,, ... q.J 

( q 8 < .. · < q8m ) . Each firm sinks a fixed cost F per product if it enters the market . tf firm 1 

does not enter the market, Q, = q, 

At date 3, each firm observes (Q" ,Q8 ) and simultaneously selects a set of products 

to withdraw. Since a firm can get out of the market at will in reality, each firm can 

withdraw its product(s) with no additional cost (It cannot recover the fixed cost) . 5 Let 

Q, be the set of products firm 1 does not withdraw ( Q, <;; Q, ). If Q, = {q. }, we write 

Q, =q,. 

At date 4, each firm observes (Q", Q8 ), and simultaneously selects prices of its 

products. Each pays variable costs and earns sales revenue. Each firm makes goods at 

constant marginal cost, which is assumed to be zero regardless of the quality. 

Consumers are identical in tastes but differing in income. Their incomes are 

uniformly distributed on the segmem [J ,hj . Shaked and Sutton (1982) show that only 

two firms of the highest and the second highest quality can earn positive gross profit if 

2 < h < 4 . Only one f1rm of the highest quality can earn positive profit if h < 2 . Thus we 

assume h = 3 (Consequently, consumers are distributed with density 0.5 ). Each 

consumer purchases one unit of the good for which her indirect utility is maximized, or 

buys nothing if it is better. The utility of a consumer of income YE (1 ,3] who bought q, 

at price P, is 

U(q, y) = q, {y- P,) 

If she bought nothing, her utility is 

U(O ;y)=y 6 

The equilibrium concept we adopt is a weak refinement of subgame-perfect Nash 
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equilib rium that assumes no weakly dominated strategy is played in equilibrium. 7 Let 

n, (QA,Q8) be the equilibrium profit of firm i gross of the fixed cost. Entry occurs when 

rr, is larger than the fixed cost. 

3. The equilibrium profits 

Gabszewicz and Thisse ( 1979) calculate the equilibrium prices when A and 8 choose one 

product each. We derive 8 's optimal product using it. Lemma 3-l shows that 8 will 

locate its product far apart from A to mitigate competition. (The proofs of all Lemmata 

and proposi tions can be found in the Appendix B). 

Lemma 3-1. 

(a) Suppose q1 < 6 . Then IT 8 (q1 ,6) > IT8 (q,, q8) for any q8 E (q"6) . 

(b)Suppose q1!> 3 Then rl 8 (q1 . 0 . 25(q1 +3))~n.(q"q8 )for any q8 !> q1 

(c) Suppose q, > 3. Define 

q~ (q,) 
q, -3 

Then rrB(q, q; (q,)h n B(q,,q.) for any q. :S; q, ' 

Lemma 3-2 considers the case that A chooses n ( ~ 2) goods and B chooses higher 

quality than A. Since we assume consumers' incomes (i .e. willingness to pay for quality) 

are similar, everyone prefers ·an expensive but high-quality good' to 'a cheap but low

quality good' Accordingly A's products have no sales in equilibrium except the highest 

quality. Then it is better for A to withdraw products near to Band relax competition. 

Lemma 3-2. 

Suppose A chooses 11 (~ 2) goods ( q1 < · · · < q, ) and B chooses q8 > q, . Define 

q·" = maxt,Jrr)q,, q8 h n , (q, ,qa) '<ij} . 

Then A wi thdraws at least all products larger than q"' , and B earns n 8 (q,,r• q8 ) or more 

in this subgame. 
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Lemma 3-3 considers the case that B chooses a low quality. If A keeps its all 

products, it can separate the market and operate discrimination. The gain from it is small, 

however, because consumers' tastes are similar in our model. Hence A wit hdraws the 

products near to B in order to avoid competition. Lemma 3-2 and Lemma 3-3 show that 

choosing two or more products is useless for entry deterrence. 

Lemn1a 3-J . 

(a!) Suppose Cf._, :5 q8 < q. and q8 :5 0.25(3q._1 +qJ Then A keeps only q. and B 

earns f1 8 (q,, q 8 ) in the unique equilibrium of this subgame. 

(a2) Suppose q"_' :5 q8 < Cf. and q8 > 0. 25(3q~1 +q.) . Then B earns TI
8

(q, , q
8

) in 

any equilibrium of this subgame. 

(b) Suppose q,_, :5 q8 < q, < ... < Cf. and 2:5 q8 :5 0.25(3+ q.) . Then A keeps o nly q, 

and B earns TI 8 (q., q8 ) in the unique equilibrium of this sub game. 

4. The optimal product of the incwnbent 

The last section proved that an incumbent faces the commitment problem if it has two or 

more products It cannot commit to keep them after entry occurs since withdrawal of 

competing products relaxes competition and raises profits from the remaining products. 

This section shows that the incumbent never chooses more than one product in 

equilibrium. Figure 3-1 indicates the optimal product of the incumbent as a function of the 

fixed cost. When the fixed cost is large enough to blockade entry, A chooses the product 

of the highest quality (The proofs can be found in the Appendix B). 

Proposition 3- 1 (Blockaded entry). 

Suppose F~n 8 (6, q; (6)) . Then A chooses Q" =6 and B does not enter the 

market in the unique equilibrium. 

Proposi tion 3-2 investigates the case that A cannot deter entry by choosing the 
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highest quality. lt shows that, in order to prevent entry of a low-quality firm, A degrades 

the quality of its product as the fixed cost decreases 

Lemma J-4 

Define q; such that 

n. (q; ,6) = n. (q;. q; {q; )) . 

Then A can deter entry by choosing one product if and only if F 2 n 
8 

(q,-, 6) . 

Proposition J-2 (Deterred entry) . 

Suppose TI 8 (q; ,6)$ F < Dn (6, q~(6)) Define q
1 

such that 

n. (zy,, q~ (q; ))=F . 

Then A chooses Q" = q1 and B does not enter the market in the un ique equi librium. 

When the fixed cost is too small to deter entry, A chooses the highest quality to 

secure its profit. 

Proposition J-3 (Allowed entry). 

Suppose F < n 8 (q;, 6) . Then A chooses Q_, = 6 and B chooses Q
8 

= q~ (6) in rhe 

unique equilibrium 

The combination of Proposition 3-1 , 3-2, and 3-3 yields Theorem 3-1: the 

incumbent always chooses one product because it has an ex post incentive to withdraw all 

but one product after ent ry occurs. Calculation shows that A would choose two products 

if there were no entrant and F < n A ({J6, 61 <t>J- n" (6, <j>) . Therefore, contrary to the 

argument of Schmalensee (1978), the incumbent stops proliferating its brand when there 

is an entrant. 

Theorem J-1. 

A chooses one product in equilibrium regardless of F. 
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Corollary of Theorem 3-1 

The number of products A chooses when faced with an entrant is equal to or smaller 

than that in the absence of the entrant. 

5. Welfare analysis 

Let us define the social welfare, W, as the sum of consumer's surplus and each firm 's net 

pro tiL This section investigates how the social welfare changes as the fixed cost decreases 

See Figure 3-2. 

Wl1en the fixed cost is so large that entry is blockaded, the incumbent firm always 

chooses the same quality and price. Thus the social welfare increases by the same amount 

as the decrease of the fixed cost. 

When the fixed cost becomes smalJ and entry is not blockaded, the incumbent 

degrades the quality as the fixed cost decreases. Consumer's surplus decreases since each 

buyer obtains lower utility and calculation shows that the market served by the incumbent 

does not change. Therefore, if the incumbent deters entry, the social welfare decreases as 

the fixed cost decreases (i.e. as the entry threat is strengthened). 

Finally, when the fixed cost is so small that the incumbent cannot deter entry, each 

f1rm chooses the fixed product ( QA = 6 and Q8 = q~ (6) ). Consequently the social 

welfare increases by the same amount as the decrease of the fixed cost. The social welfare 

under duopoly is larger 1 han that under monopoly because competition drives the prices 

down and more people buy the top quality good. 

Proposition 3-4. 

Define Was the sum of consumer's surplus and each firm 's net profit. Then 

(a) dW =-I ifF?. n. (6,q; (6)) ; 
dF 

(b) ~; >O if n. (q;,6h F<TI 8 (6,q;(6)); 

(c) dW =-2 if F< n.(q;,6): 
dF 
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(d) Wunder duopoly is always larger than that under monopoly. 

Proposition 3-4 warns that a policy that lowers the entry barrier reduces the social 

welfare if it fails to establish the second firm in this market. Suppose the government 

deregu lates the monopolized market and tries to enhance competition. Jf the new entrant 

is not strong enough, the incumbent deters it by cutting down the quality of its product. 

This causes a negative effect to the social welfare. Although the government can help the 

entrant, a small amount of subsidy makes matters worse. The subsidy (or deregulation) 

must be large enough so that the newcomer can enter the market successfully. 

6. Extensions 

This section extends the model and assumes that the third firm , C, moves after firm B. 

Then A and B change the qualities of their products as the fixed cost decreases. When the 

tixed cost is large, entry ofC is blockaded, and A and B choose Q" = 6 and Q
8 

= q~ (6) . 

Otherwise A continues to choose the top quality in order to charge a high price, and 8 is 

forced to upgrade its product in order to deter entry of C between them. Since we assume 

income dispersion is small, firm C cannot enter the market for any positive fixed cost. 8 

Proposition J-5 . 

Suppose the third finn , C, moves after firm 8 . Let D,(q .. , q
8

,qJ be the profit 

function of firm i. Then 

(a) C never enters the market in equi librium. 

(b) (q A , q 8 ) = (6, q ~ (6)) in the unique equilibrium if 

fi e (6, q; (6), 0.6(4 + q~ (6))) ~ F < TI 8 (q; , 6, $) . 

(c) (q, , q 8 ) = (6, q8 ) where fi e (6, q8 , 0. 6(4 + q8 )) = Fin the unique equilibrium if 

fie (6,2.25, J . 75h F <Ti c (6,q; (6),0.6\ + q; (6))) . 

(d) (q" ,q8 )=(6,q8 ) isanequilibriumif F<Tic (6, 2.25,375) . 

7. Conclusions 
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After entry occurs, it may be profitable for an incumbent firm to withdraw products near 

to the entrant and relax competition. We have explicitly dealt with this commitment 

problem, and have proved that choosing two or more kinds of products cannot deter 

entry in a vertically differentiated market. This result is quite robust since Ashiya 

(forthcoming) obtains the same result in the l-Iotelling's model with quadratic 

transportation costs. 

We have also shown that the entry threat causes the incumbent firm to avoid brand 

proliferation: the incumbent always chooses one good in equilibrium. When the 

incumbent deters entry, it degrades the quality as the entrant becomes dangerous. Hence 

a competition-enhancing policy such as deregulation or subsidy to the entrant must be 

comprehensive enough for the newcomer to enter the market successfully. 
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Notes 

I. If there were no entrant and the fixed cost were small , the incumbent would choose 

two or more products to screen its customers 

2. It assumes that consumers are located on [o. 1] and products are located on [1 , eo). 

3. Section 6 considers the model with three firms. 

4. Other studies assume narrower ranges than ours For example, Constantatos and 

Perrakis ( I 997) consider the cases of Q E [1.3, 5 ]_ Our argument can be easily 

extended when Q takes other values. 

5. An exit cost is the cost arising only because of the act of exit. One example is a 

printing cost of a new catalogue (from which withdrawn products are deleted) . Note 

that irreversible investment in product-specific capital is a sunk cost and is not an exit 

cost. 

6. This model differs from Horizontal model in that all consumers choose the product of 

the highest quality when prices of all products are equal to their marginal costs 

7. Consider the subgame where both of the incumbent and the entrant enter the market. 

If an exit cost is zero, it is also a sub game-perfect Nash equilibrium after this history 

that the entrant exits and the incumbent keeps all products at date 3. We need fimher 

refinement to exclude this rather unrealistic equilibrium. 

8. If consumers ' incomes are unifonnly distributed on [1 , h] and h > 4, firm C is viable 

and qc < q8 < q,, = 6 in equilibrium for a sufficiently small fixed cost. 
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Figure 3-1: The optimal product of the incumbent 
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Figure 3-2: The social welfare 
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Chapter4 

Herd Behavior of Japanese Economists 

Abstract 

Suppose competent economists obtain common information on business forecas ts, and 

incompetent economists obtain independent information. If no one knows who is able, 

young economists mimic others because a forecast different from others indicates 

inabi lity when it proves wrong. An older economist, however, can infer his ability from 

past information. Therefore those who got useful information in the past stop herding to 

signal their ability when economists are heterogeneous. On the other hand, all 

economists herd together when economists are homogeneous, because the merit from 

signaling is small. The empi ri cal result suggests that Japanese economists are more 

homogeneous than American 

Keywords: Signaling; Herd behavior; Reputation; Forecast. 

JEL Classification Codes: 082 
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I. Introduction 

People point out ' herd behavior' as a notable feature of Japanese workers. They say that 

Japanese workers lack originality and always mimic colleagues or workers of other 

ftrms. This paper analyzes whether Japanese workers really herd together using 

macroeconomic forecast data of Japanese economists. It is the first empirical study on 

herd behavior in Japan. 

Scharfstein and Stein (1990) suggest that an economist may herd to keep his 

reputation.' Suppose economists with high ability obtain common information on 

business forecasts, and economists with low ability obtain independent information. ' If 

no one knows who is ab le, economists are evaluated by their forecasts . Then they have 

an incentive to imi tate each other since a forecast different from others indicates 

inability when it proves wrong. 

This argument fits well with a young economist since he has no way to prove his 

ability. An old economist, however, may stop herding wben forecasts are made 

repeatedly Since an econom ist gradually understands the value of his information, he 

has an incentive to make forecasts based on his information only if it was va luable in 

the past. Therefore an older economist can signal his ability by following his own 

information. 

When economists are heterogeneous, the benefit from signaling is large. 

Accordingly, there exists a separating equilibrium in which only those who got useful 

information in the past stop herding. Then forecasts tend to be more dispersed as 

economists grow older. 3 When economists are homogeneous, on the other hand, old 

economists continue herding since the merit from signaling is small. 

The latter half of this paper investigates the relation between economists ' age and 
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degree of herding. Jt uses the forecast data of Japanese economists on Japanese real 

growth rate in "Monthly Statistics (Tokei Geppo)" . The dependent variable is the degree 

of herding, which is defined as the distance between a forecast of an economist and the 

forecast average excluding him. The independent variable is ' age' of the economist (the 

years while he starts forecasting). Then the coefficient of ' age' is found to be small and 

statistically insignificant lt suggests that Japanese economists continue herding as they 

grow older. 

Lamont ( 1995) makes the same regression using American data, and obtains the 

result that older economists stop herding. 4 Compared with the implication of our model, 

these results suggest that Japanese economists are more homogeneous than American. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the model in which two 

economists forecast business fluctuation across two periods. Section 3 analyzes the 

equilibrium. Section 4 explains data and reports the estimated result. Section 5 

concludes this paper. Al l proofs of propositions are summarized in the Appendix C. 

2. TheModel 

We modify the model of Scharfstein and Stein (1990). The structure of this model is 

common knowledge to all players. There are two risk-neutral economists, A and B, who 

predict the trend of the economy through two periods. In each period, they collect 

information independently and report whether the economy will have an upward 

tendency (u) or it will take a downward turn (d). The prior probability of boom is 

assumed to be 0.5 in each period, and there is no correlation between business 

conditions of period 1 and 2. Each of A and 8 may or may not be a good forecaster, but 

no one (including himself) knows who is a good forecaster. The market revises the 
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evaluation of each economist based on fitness of his forecast , and each economist tries 

to obtain a higher evaluation. 

At the beginning of period 1, the ability of A and B are independently determined. 

The prior probability that economist i is able is 6 (the probability that he is not able is 

1-6). No one knows who is able. 

At date 1 in period 1, A and B receives a signal s,' E S1 = {u1, d1} (i = A, B). No 

one except i can observe s; . If economist I is able and receives 111 ( d
1 

) , a boom occurs 

with the probability p (1- p) and a recession occurs with the probability 1-p (p). If 

economist i is not able, a boom occurs with probability 0.5 regardless of his signal. If 

both are able, they always receive the same signal. Otherwise st" and s,• are 

independent. The conclusion does not change if we suppose competent economists 

receive imperfectly correlated signals. ' 

At date 2 in period 1, A reports his forecast R;' = r," &,A )E S, . At date ~ . 8 

observes R;' and reports R,8 = lj
8 (Ri<, s~ ) E S, • Let l j = ~i " , r,"). Define I; as 

and let 1, = V,", 1,8 ) . 1; is the strategy to follow its own information. A.lso define 

mimicking strategy, as 

B 
m,' 

At the last day of period l , the true state of the economy, o, E S,, is revealed. 

Define h, -= (R,", R1
8

, o,) . Let e; = e; k' , s1
8

• o,) be the obJective probability at the last 

day of period 1 that economist i is ab le. Let e; be the subjective evaluation of the 

market at the last day of period 1 that economist i is able. Then, since the forecast of 
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other economist is useful in evaluation, 

Each economist obtains utility from higher evaluation. For simplicity, the utility of 

economist i in period 1, V1', is assumed to be 

v,· =e; . 7 

At date 1 in period 2, each economist receives a signa l s; e S, = {u ,, d,}. At date 

2, A reports R; = rt ~', st, s; )e S, . At date 3, B observes R; and reports 

R: = r2
8 ~11 , R;, s1

8
, s: )e S, . We make the same assumptions about the signals as that in 

period I . Define r, = V;:'' r,8 ) . Then the updated evaluation of the market at date 3' e;,' 

is 

= e~ otherwise; 

8• a a· • r. RA R" . ) ·r I, I ) (R" Rei ) 
12 = 12 V11 , , , , , r,, 1, 1 Pnn, ' i Pr , , , '2 > 0 , 

= e~ otherwise. 

At the last day of period 2, the rrue state of the economy, o2 e S,, is revealed. 

Define h, = ~~ ,R;, R: ,a, ). Then the market evaluation of i becomes 
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. ... 

= e ~ ~,, k ,!," ), k ,!~ )) if Pr(R," It/lrr\R; I,;'l> 0 ' Pr!h,jtJ= 0 ' and R; # n:' 
=il ; (h,, k,J,8 ),i,) if Pr\R,A it/J>o, Pr{h,fr,)=O , and Pr(R; Ir,A )=O , 

from sequential rationality. The utility of economist i in period 2 is v; = El~. Let 

8' 8' 1 .. < s 8 o .A s· " o ) 
2 = 2 \S l ' 1 J I J .s 2 I 2 J ~ 

= 8 ~ k ,sf , o,l8 ~ , 8 ~ ) 

be the objective probability at the last day of period 2 that economist i is able. 

The discount rate is supposed to be unity for simplicity. Since each economist is 

risk-neutral, he maximizes the expectation of n' = e; + e~. He maximizes the 

probability to be correct in case of a tie ' We adopt a pure strategy sequential 

equilibrium as the equilibrium concept. 

3. The equilibrium 

There are two equilibria, a pooling equilibrium and a separating one, in this game. In 

either equi librium, economist A reports what his information suggests in both periods, 

and economist 8 mimics A in period I . The on ly difference between the two equilibria 

is B' s strategy in period 2; 8 always mimics A in the pooling equilibrium; 8 relies on his 
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information if and only if it was correct in period I in the separating equilibrium There 

exists a pooling equilibrium when economists are homogeneous (i .e. p is small or 8 is 

large). There exists a separating equilibrium when p and 8 rake middle values. 

3-1 . The objective probability to be able 

The following argument extends that of Scharfstein and Stein ( 1990). Let us define 

Prk',s,"io,) as the conditional probability that the economists obtain G;',s:) when o, 

is the true state. Suppose the objective probability that economist i is able before he 

collects information is 8, . Then 

Pr(u,,d,iuJ = Pr(d,u,ld,) 

= o.25(! -e.,)(!- e.)+ o.spe A(!- e.)+ o sa. (I- p)(I-8 J 
=0.25+0.5(8A -e.l(p-0.5)-o.re.e. , and 

Pr(d, u,iuJ = Pr(u,,d,id,) = 0.25 -0.5(8 A- e.)(p- 0.5)- 0.258.,88 

(Note that s; = s: if both are able). The conditional probability that o, is realized, 
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os+(a. -a. )(p - o.s)-o.sa Aa . d 
, an 

1-a., a . 

Pr(u,id,, u,) = Pr(c!,lu, c!,) o.s - (a_, -a .)(p- o.s)- o.sa "a " 

1-aAaH 

Therefore the objective probability in the end of period 1 that economist 1 is able is 

2a, (1+a)6-p) 
- --,-__:_-,_,-!-:.-i-- if s; = s: ~ of' 
-1- (a, +a, )(2p-l)+a,a, 

2pa,b-a) 
= 1 + (a, -a)(2p-l)-a,a, if s; =o, #s:, and 

2a, h-a)(1-p) 
- if s; 'to .1·/ = o,. 
-I- (a, -a,J(2p-1)- a,a , 

a; (a~ ) is obtained by substituting a (a; and a( ) for a , and a , . Two remarks are in 

order. First, at least one of them is incompetent when s;' 'to s;•. Hence 

ad ·' _ , _ ) a· 1 .• _ 4 , ) 

1 \S1 - 51 - 0 1 -
1 

\S
1

- 0
1 

r- S
1 

_ . sa,a , p(1- p)(l-e,) . > 
0 

- [1 +(a,+ a)(2p -1) + a, a,]~+ (a1 - a)(2p -1)- a,a,l 

Secondly, an incorrect forecast implies incompetency. Hence 

a' I , - ' - ) a.t , - ' ) d I \5'1 - S1 - 0 1 > I \51 - $ 1 i= 0 1 an 

a' I , _ , ) > a· I , , _ ) 
1 \S: - o, :;: s, , \S, :~= 51 - o, . 
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3-2. B's equilibrium strategy 

This subsection assumes that A always reports what he obtains, namely r," = !;' for any 

1 =I, 2 . The last subsection shows that, given accuracy of the forecast, an economist is 

favorab ly evaluated when the other economist makes the same forecast as he. Since 

accuracy of s1A and s1
8 are the same forB in period I , he does not have an incentive to 

make a different forecast fTOm A when s1
8 * R1" . Lemma I shows that B always mimics 

A in period 1 in equilibrium (See the Appendix C for the proof). 

Lemma 4-1. 

Suppose 1;" =I;' for any 1 = 1, 2. Then B chooses l j
8 = m1

8 in equilibrium. 

Next we consider the subgame after R1
8 = R1A. Proposition 4-1 shows that, if p is 

small or 8 is large, there exists a pooling equilibrium in which B always mimics A in 

period 2. 

Proposition 4-1 . 

Suppose 1;A = ! ;' for 1 = I, 2 and 1?1
8 = R;'. Suppose also that both of 

e~.!.. or (!-e)' 
3 ps 26 -28-e') 

(CI) 

-I+ 8-28° + .J- 88 3 + 98' + 28 +I 
and p < 48(1- 8) (C2) 

are satisfied. Then r," = m: is an equilibrium of this subgame. 



Figure 4-1 shows these conditions graphically. When e is large, the probability 

that R; proves right is high. When p is small , s: is not accurate enough even if 

s,8 
= o,. Therefore the merit to follow s~ is small when e is large or pis small. 

Next we consider whether there is an equilibrium in which 8 makes his forecast 

based on his own information. Lemma 4-2 shows that there is no equilibrium in which 

8 always reports what his information suggests in period 2. The reason is 8 has an 

incentive to mimic A in period 2 when his information proved wrong in period I . 

Lemma 4-2. 

Suppose r;• = 1," for any/. Then r,8 = 1: cannot be part of an equilibrium. 

Because of the same reason as Lemma 4-1 , r," = u, and the reverse of r,8 = 1: 
cannot be part of an equilibrium. Hence only two behavioral strategies of 8 in period 2 

are candidates for an equilibrium strategy. One strategy corresponds to Proposition 4-1 , 

in which B continues mimicking A in period 2. In the other strategy, 8 follows his 

information in period 2 if and only if it was correct in period l. Proposition 4-2 shows 

that this strategy is an equilibrium of the subgame after R
1
8 = Rj' for some (p, e) . 

Proposition 4-2. 

Suppose t ;A = I;' for any 1 and R,8 
= Rj' in period I. Then there exists a (p , e) 

{

J8 

pair under which r,8 = .' 
- 8 

m; 

if s~ = o1 
is an equilibrium of this subgame. 

otherwise 
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Figure 4-2 shows the set of (p, e) under which the above equilibrium exists. Since 

B has only two options (reporting the same forecast as A or reporting the opposite of A), 

this separating equilibrium does not exist if his incentive to follow s: is too small or 

too large. This is the reason why the set of (p, e) under which the separa ting 

equilibrium exists is very small. ' Let us investigate how (p, 8) affects B's incentive. 

Suppose B mimics A in both periods. Then the market cannot update B' s 

evaluation from 8 (the ex ante probability that 8 is able). If 8 is large, B does not dare 

to stop herding in period 2 because he can earn enough utility by mimicking A and the 

probability that R; proves right is high. lf e is small, 8's utility is low as long as he 

mimics A. Hence he makes a forecast different from R; in period 2 even if s
1
8 # o

1
• 

Therefore 8 must take middle values for the separating equilibrium to exist 

lf p is small, s~ is not so accurate even if s1
8 = o1 • Thus B does not have an 

incentive to follow it. If p is large, on the other hand , 8 follows s: even if st' ;< o
1 

because the merit of being regarded as able is large. Consequently p must also take 

middle values. 

3-J. Two types of equilibria 

The argument in the last subsection assumes that A always follows his information. This 

section considers A 's incentive and shows that he always follows his own information in 

equilibrium. Hence there are two equilibria in this game. Proposition 4-3 shows the 

pooling equilibrium in which B mimics A in both periods. Proposition 4-4 shows the 

separating equilibrium in which B follows his informat ion if and only if it proved right 

in period I (Lemma 4-1 and Lemma 4-2 shows that there is no other equilibrium). We 

use Lemma 4-3 to prove them. 
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Lemma 4-3 . 

Suppose 1;A = !/ for any t and R," ~ R;''. Then r,8 = m: is the unique 

equilibrium of this subgame. 

Proposition 4-3 . 

Suppose (p, e) satisfies (I) and (2) . Then the following strategy is an equilibrium; 

A: 1/ =I: forany 1=1,2; 

8 : r, 8 =m~ forany 1=1,2 . 

Proposition 4-4 

There exists a (p, e) pair under which the following is an equilibrium; 

A: J/=1;' forany 1=1 ,2; 

B· r.1
8 = 111'

4 and r," = {
1
: 

I - 8 
m, 

if s ~ = o1 

otherwise 

There exists the separating equilibrium identified in Proposition 4-4 if (p,e) lies 

in the shaded area of Figure 4-2. These propositions demonstrate that there are two 

equilibria in this game depending on the value of p (the probability that an able 

economist obtains correct information) and e (ex ante probabi lity that an economist is 

able). B makes the same forecast as A in period I in either equili brium. The reason is 

that the accuracy of R,A and s1
8 is the same for B in period 1 when s," # R," and that 

he obtains higher utility when both economists make the same forecast given the fitness 
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of his forecast. Proposition 4-3 shows that 8 always makes the same forecast as A in 

period 2 when economists are homogeneous , i.e when p is small or 8 is large. 

Proposition 4-4 shows that 8 follows his information in period 2 if and only if s
1
8 = o

1 

when p and 8 take moderate values. Theorem 4-l summarizes these results. 

Theorem 4-1 . 

8 conrinues herding in both periods if the economists are homogeneous. 8 stops 

herding in period 2 if s1
8 = o1 and the economists are heterogeneous. 

4. Data aiJd results 

Toyo Keizai Inc. publishes forecasts of about 70 Japanese economists in the January or 

February issue of "Monthly Statistics (Tokei Geppo)" every year from 1987. We use the 

forecasts of the Japanese real GDP growth rate for the ne:>-1: fiscal year from 1987 to 

1998. IQ Since we exclude all economists who participate in less than five surveys, the 

sample contains 69 economists. Total number of forecasts is 623, and the average 

number of observations per economist is 9.03 (Table 4- l shows summary statistics) 

Let f.' be the forecast of individual i in year 1, and ].!., be the forecast average 

excluding individual i (Figure 4-3 shows the distribution of .f.'). Then y: = IJ.' -]~. I , 

the forecast deviation, indicates the degree of i' s herding in year I. 11 For instance, 

smaller y: implies that individual i makes a forecast similar to others in year 1. We use 

Y: as the dependent variable of our regression. Its average is 0.460 I % points, and its 

standard deviation is 0.4235% points (Figure 4-4 shows its distribution). 

Let us define age: as the years at r while individual i participates in the survey. 
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We usc age: as an independent variable to investigate the effect of aging on herd 

behavior We add Ji~,, the average of y: excluding economist i , as an independent 

variable to eliminate specitic factors in each year. Since larger Ji~. means that forecasts 

of other economists are more dispersed in year I, we expect that the coefficient of }i~1 is 

positive." We also add individual dummies d, to eliminate individual factors . 

The regression is as follows ; 13 

(El) 

The positive coefficient f3. indicates that economists stop herding as they grow older. 

insignificant f3 •. on the other hand, indicates that old economists do not change their 

behavior. According to the analysis of Section 3, 13. is positive if the probability that 

an ab le economist obtains accurate information is high or the share of able economists 

is small. f3. is insignificant if economists are homogeneous. 

The result of the regression (EJ) is summarized in Table 4-2 (the coefficients of 

individual dummies are not reported) . The parentheses indicate the t-values using the 

consistent covariance of White (1980). The left and the middle columns in Table 4-2 

show our estimates of tl1e fixed effect model (EI) and the random effect model. Since 

we obtain almost the same estimates in both models, we concentrate on the fixed effect 

model. The coefficient of age:, f3 ., is 0.00658. It suggests that aging ten years widens 

the distance between his forecast and the market' s average by 0.0658%pts. The 

coefficient is much sma ller than the average of y; (0.46%pts), and its t-value is not 

significant. This demonstrates that Japanese economists continue herding as they 

become older. 
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The right column in Table 4-2 shows the estimation of (EI) in Lamont (1995). It 

uses the data of American economists in "Business Week" from 197 1 to 1992. The 

coefficient of age: (0.018) is about three times that of Japanese, and t-value is 

significant. Namely. an o ld economist in America makes a more independent forecast 

than that of a young economist. Table 4-2 indicates that Japanese economists are more 

homogeneous than American. 

Next we change the independent variable from age; to lime; , which is the 

cumulative number of forecasts economist i reports up to year 1. Table 4-3 shows the 

result, which is almost the same as Table 4-2. We obtain the same result when we use 

y; - ji~, as the dependent variable and when we use logarithm of y; and Ji~ .. We also 

run the regression using the forecast data on the ongoing fiscal years, but the result does 

not change (Table 4-4). 

5. Concluding remarks 

Suppose economists collect information and report forecasts independently. No one 

knows the ability o[ each economist, but competent economists obtain common 

information. Then an economist has an incentive to mimic others becattse competent 

economists report the same forecast based on common information. This incentive leads 

a young economist to herd since he knows nothing about his ability, 

An old economist, however, obtains private information about his ability by 

making forecasts repeatedly. This causes him to signal his ability by following his own 

information when the merit from it is large, namely when there are few competent 

economists or when the difference of forecasting ability between the competent 
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economist and the incompetent one is large. On the other hand, an old economist 

continues herding when the merit from signaling is small, namely when economists are 

homogeneous. 

We analyze Japanese data based on this argument, and obtain the result that 

Japanese economists continue mimicking others as they grow older. This result presents 

a striking contrasts to the American result, in which an old economist stops herding. 

Our argument suggests that Japanese economists are more homogeneous than American 

economists. 
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Notes 

Tmeman (1 994), Zwiebel (1995), and Prendergast and Stole (1996) also point out 

this possibility. Banerjee ( 1992) and Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) 

argue that herding occurs as a result when people use the information obtained from 

the decisions of others. 

2. This assumption implies that competent economists pay attention to similar data 

such as unemployment rate, but that incompetent econom ists uses uninformative 

data such as N . Y Yankees ' percentage of victories. 

3. No pure strategy equilib rium exists if the degree of heterogeneity of economists is 

too large. The reason is those who got uninformative data in the past have an 

incentive to conduct themselves as if they got informative data. 

4. Laster, Bennett, and Geoum ( 1999) analyze the relation between forecasts and the 

market evaluation They obtain the result that the economists whose wages are 

closely tied to publicity produce independent forecasts . Kraus and Stoll ( 1972), 

Lakonishok, Schleifer, and Vishny (1992), and Ehrbeck and Waldman (1996) 

empirically study herd behavior in financial markets. Zarnowitz and Braun (I 992) 

examine accuracy of forecasts . 

5. According to Scharfstein and Stein (1990) , this amounts to assume that " there are 

systematically unpredictable factors affecting the future state that nobody can know 

anything about" (p.468). See also note 2. 

6. Chamley and Gale (1994), Gul and Lundholm ( 1995), and Zhang (1997) 

endogenize the order of players ' action. 

7 Suppose that an employer gai ns F + B if the forecast of hi s employee is correct 

and that he gai ns F if it is incorrect. Then an economist whose evaluation is 8 
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earns w(e)= F + 8(0 5 + e(p- 0.5)) on condition that the labor market is 

competitive. Since an economist is risk neutral, his utility is a linear function of 

wage. Namely, the utility is a linear function of e. 
8. Without this assumption, there are many perverse equilibria. For example, the 

reverse of an equilibrium strategy is also an equilibrium strategy. 

9. ff B' s strategy space is richer than that in our model, he can make a sufficiently 

different forecast from A' s one when s1
8 = o1 . Thus there exists a separating 

equilibrium in a broader range of parameters. 

I 0. " Monthly Statistics" also contains forecasts for the ongoing fiscal year from l 987 

to t 998 . Using this data does not change the result (See Table 4-4). 

11 . We regard the mean forecast as R," since an economist refers to the market 

consensus for making his forecast. 

12. We cannot use year dummies because age: increases every year by one. 

13 . This is a fixed effect model. We obtain almost the same estimates in a random 

effect model (See Table 4-2 and Table 4-3) . 
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Figure 4-1: The conditions in which B mimics A in period 2. 

8 

6-1 



Figure 4-2 : The conditions that B follows his own information in 
period 2 if and only if it was correct in period I. 
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Table 4-1: Summary statistics 

No. offorecasters 

Total number of fo recasts 

Avg. observations per forecaster 

Avg. observations per year 

Avg. of y; 
Standard deviation of y; 

68 

69 

623 

9.03 

51.9 

0.4601 

0.4235 



Table 4-2 : The effect of aging 

Dependent variable: y; (in%) 

fixed effect 
model 

age 0.00658 
(t-value) (1 .36) 

-I 0.688 y_, 
(t-value) (4.21) 

No. of samples 623 

R 2 0.256 

Avg. of y; 0.4601 

Hausman test 

random effect 
model 

0.00679 
(1.42) 

0.659 
(4.04) 

623 

0.016 

0.4601 

H0: random effect vs. H1: fixed effect 

P-value 

5.5674 

0.062 

69 

Lamont 

0.0180 
(2.44) 

0.77 
(7.54) 

728 

0.43 

0.7381 



Table 4-3: The effect of experience 

Dependent variable: y; (in%) 

fixed effect random effect 
model model 

time 0.00774 0.00796 
(t-value) (1.48) (1.54) 

- I 

Y-i 0.686 0.657 
(t-value) ( 4.20) (4.04) 

No. of samples 623 623 

R 2 0.256 0.016 

Hausman test 

H0: random effect vs . H 1: fixed effect 

P-value 

5.5695 

0.062 
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Table 4-4: The estimation using the data for the ongoing year 

Dependent variable: I 

Yi 

fixed effect fixed effect 
model model 

age 0.00437 
(t-value) (0.90) 

time 0.00457 
(t-value) (0.91) 

-I 0.759 0.758 Y-i 
(t-value) ( 4.63) ( 4.65) 

No. of samples 538 538 

R 2 0.214 0.214 
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Appendix A: Fonnal proofs of lemmata in Chapter2. 

Proof of Lemma 1. 

The outline. 

We show first that both firms must have positive sales in equilibrium. ext define 

P" = (P!. · · ·, P;), <I> as the set of price vector (P,, Ps) on which both firms make 

positive sales, and <I> M as the set of (P", Ps) on which products x5 and x~ have 

positive sa les for any ie M ~ b.- ·· ,n) but no consumer buys x~ for any j rl /vi . Then 

<I> M n <I> .~~· = <P for M "M' and U <I> "' = <I> . n" is a concave quadratic function in 
M~:{i ..... n} 

?,; (i EM) on <I> ..,, for any given M. 

A's best response correspondence on <I> .v, BR~' , is 

BR~' (P5 ) = arg max{~,} n , (PA,Ps ) s.t. P., E <I> M for given ?5 • 

S's best response fi.mction on <l>"', BR~', is 

BR~' (PJ = arg max{P,} n s(PA,Ps) s.t. ?5 E <l> "' for given PA. 

We show that there is an essentially unique equilibrium when the strategy space is limited 

to one of <I> "', and calculate the equilibrium strategy P, (M) E BR~' (?, (M )) ( i, J = A, S 

i ¢ j ). Define PM = (PA V'vf ), P5 (/vi)) . 

If it is an equilibrium that some customers buy x s and x~ for any 1 E /vi but no 

consumer buys x~ for any j eM , it must be an equilibrium when each firm's strategy 

space is restricted to <I> .~~. Therefore P" (M ~ {J , .. ·,n}) only are candidates for 

equilibria. However, we will show that for any M " {!,. .. , 11} P" (/vi) rl 

argmax{P,) nJP, , P5 {M)) and P" is not an equilibrium. If M = {1,- .. ,n), in contrast, 

P" {M)e arg max (P,) n, (PA, P5 (M)) 

and Ps (/vl)e arg max(P,) TI 5 (~, {M), P5 ) . 

Consequently fl,_ ... ,.) is the unique equilibrium when each firm's strategy is unlimited. 

Formal proof 
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. .. 

[n equilibrium both firms must have positive sales. If Xs only has positive sales, A 

can increase its profits by choosing P~ such that C, < P~ :-:; Ps + t(I- x~ )' because Ps 

must be larger than Cs (= C,) _ If Xs has no sales and people at the right end of the 

market buy x~ , S can increase its profit by choosing Ps such that 

/ ( / )' / C5 < Ps <:; P, + t 1- x, - because P, must be larger than C, _ We shall focus on the 

case that 'd i P~ ~ C", P5 2: C s, and both firms sell something. 

Next divide each firm 's st rategy space in the following marmer. Defme 

P, = (~~ ,-- ·, P;), <I> as the set of price vector (P,, P5 ) on which both firms make 

positive sales, and <I> M as the set of (P,, P5 ) on which x5 and x~ have positive sales 

for any iE M s;;; {1,---,n} but no consumer buys x~ for any je M . Then 

<1> _11 n <l> ,ct = cjl for M-.< 1\1/ ' and U<t>_11 =<I> . 
M<:{l.--·. n} 

Suppose there are m of A's products that have positive sales, i.e. #M = m . Let us 

rename them x1, - • ·, xm ( x1 < · · · < xm )- Define P, as the price of x,, 

0 if P, :-:; P,- r(x, + x,)k - x,) 
a(i,j)= I ifP, 2: P, +t('<', -x,)0-x, -x) 

P, -P, +t(x, +x,)('<', -x.J 
otherwise 

2t\x, -x) 

for i, )E {1 ,-- · , m,S} and i-.< j, 

a(O,I)=O , 

a(m,m+ l)=a(S-l,Sha(m,S), and 

a(S,S+l)=l. 

Then the argument below shows that all consttmers in [a(i-I,i), a(i,i+l)] for any 

iE {1 ,--· , m, S} buy x, when each firm's strategy is restricted to <1> ,~~ . x,.1 cannot have 

positive sales in [o,a(i,i+ 1)] by definition. If x1 (j > i+ I) has positive sales in 

[a(i -l ,i),a(i, , + 1)], 
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This contradicts our assumption that some consumers buy x,.
1 

because it means that 

VyE [a(i ,l + 1),1] P,., +t{x..,- y)' > P
1 
+tlY

1
- y)' 

The same argument shows x. (k < i) cannot have positive sales in [a(i -l,i),a(i, i + 1)] . 

<I> M is the set of (P", Ps) that satisfy 

0 < a(1,2) < · · · < a(m -l ,m) < a(m, S) < I and 

ViE {l,··· ,m,S}, Vjrf. M x~ < x, Pf > P, +t(x~- x)(2a(i-l,i)-x, -d. 
A's gross profit function on <1> .\.f , IT~, is 

IT ;' = I (a(i,i + I)-a(i -J ,i))P, -a(m,S)C •. ,., 
The Hessian matrix of rr :~ with respect to P, ( i =I , .. ·, m) is 

- I 1 
0 0 t(x, -x1) dx: -x1) 

1 - (x, -.<,) I 
0 

t(x, -x,) t(x,- x1 )(x,- x,) t(x,-x,) 

0 
I 

0 t(x,-x,) 

0 
-Ct. -x._, ) 1 ,c,_, -x_,)(x. -x_,) I(x -x-~ 

0 0 
1 -6-x_, 

dx. -.<_,) I(<. -x-1)(1-x.) 

To calculate the determinant, repeat the following operations. Add the first row to the 

second row. Secondly add the first column to the second column. Thirdly add the second 

row to the third row ... Then we obtain 

-1 

t(x2 -xJ 
0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

0 

-1 

t(l-xJ 

All diagonal terms are negative, and all non-diagonal terms are zero Hence IT~' is 

strictly concave with respect to P, (i = J, .. · , m) on <1> ,.,. 

Differentiating IT ~' with P, ( i = 1, · · ·, m) yields the FOCs; 
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2?:- 2/1 +t{r, + r 1 ){x, -x, )= 0, 

2{x,. 1 - x.)P~, - 2(x,. 1 -x,_1 )P, + 2(x,- x~ 1 )~.1 + t(x,- x,_, )(x,_, -x,)(x,.1 - xr~) = 0 

for i = 2,- · ·,m-1 , and 

k - x~, )(P5 +CJ+2(!-xJPm-l -2(1-x.,_,)P .. +tk -x~, )(! -xJ(I -x .. )= 0 

Since <!> _,1 is a convex set, A's best response is 

p = P5 + C, + t(I + xJ(I- :cJ and 
m 2 

~=P .. +~k+x,)(x.,-x) for t =l,···,m-1. 

• · ti rr rr -(P- C )l?m-Ps+ t(!-xJ' J "' d h Foe· "" or 5 , s - s s ( ) on "' -'~ an t e IS 
211-xm 

The unique Nash equilibrium on <!> _,1 , which we call P>~ , is 

P,=C.+i [6-4xm+(xJ'-3(xJ ] for i=l ,··· ,m-1 

and ViE {1 ,-·· , 111 , S}, 'tfj 'lo M x~ < x,, PJ > P, + t(x~ - x,)(za(i -! ,i}- x, - x~ ) 

( . fy th d' . f "' . ( S) 3 +X d (· . ) X + x. I ) Theysat1s econ 1t1onso "'.v smce am, =~an a t,t+l =~. 

PM (M s;;; {1,---, n}) are the only candidates for equilibria when both firm ' s strategy space 

is unlimited. 

If A can choose any price, however, for any M # {1 ,--- ,n} ~~ is not an equilibrium 

since A can increase its profit by decreasing Pj (j"' t\1/) and making x~ have positive 

sales. If X~< x,. choosing Pj = c, +i b- 4x., + (xm?- 3(x~)' ] = P' raises rr, by 

f(x,+ x~)' (x,- x~ ) . If x1_ 1 < x~< x, (i=2,··· , m) , choosing P} =P' raises IT _, by 
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~ (x~ - x,_,)(x, -x,)(x, -x;,). If x~ > x .. and Q = 6+ 4x .. - kJ' -12x~ + J(x;.)' <! 0, 
8 

choosing P~ =P' raises n" by l(l - xJ(x', - .-,J(6 -x.,-Jx~ )' 
n(I- x:) If x:, > x., and 

Q < 0 , choosing P} = C< +~ ~x', - 4xm + (x.J- J(x~ )' ] raises by 
J 

1(1 - x, )(3- xJl(l - x~ )(3- xJ- Qj 
18k', -xJ 

Finally we show that the remaining candidate, f\1 •• •••• 1• is the unique Nash 

equi librium. Namely x 5 and all of A's products have positive sales in the unique 

equilibrium. Suppose A deviates from Jl, ...... ). n , decreases as long as some products 

are sold from all of A's product lines because n, is strictly concave on <1> (~, ... ,, )· The 

following argument shows that n, decreases if some of A' s products have no sales. 

Suppose x, sells nothing for any je L ~ {1 , .. ·,n} and x, is the nearest product to x
5 

that has positive sales. Then A's best response fo r x, (i e L) is 

P, "'_!_ [Ps + C.-~ + 1(1 + x, )(1- x,)] 
2 

"'C.-~ +~ [6-4x. + {x.)' - 3(x,Y] and 

P, = P, + ~ (x, + x,)(x, - x,) 

=C. +~ [6-4x. + (xJ'- 3(x,f] for each ie L . 

n A decreaseS at leaSt 

by f(x, + xY (x2 -x,) if l e L ; 

by t (l -x.}(x,-x.) (6-3x~1 -xj if I1E L. 
72(1- x._,) 
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If S chooses P5 such that Ps - Cs ~ ~ [(xJ' - 4x, + 3(x, )'], some of A ' s product(s) 

have positive sales . Then, since Vi~n 

P, + i(x, -b)'< P, + t(x, -b)', 

J1 < (P _ C ) [P,,- Ps + t(l- xJ' J 
5

- s 5 21(1- xJ 

(P-C)( ( ] =~( 5 3 C5 -P5 )+2t(l-x )(3-x) 
~0-~J " " 

and VIS < x,_, + x, 
4 

(the equality holds for P5 2: C 5 + ~ (!- xJ(3x._1 - x) ). If P5 satisfies 

P5 - C5 < ~ [(xJ'- 4x, + 3(x, )' ]( < 0 ), I1 5 < 0 . Therefore each firm cannot profit by 

deviation. 

Let us rewrite f\,. .... ,1 precisely. The unique Nash equilibrium is 

Ps = Cs +~{I- x:)b- x~ ), 

P~ = C" +~b-4x~ + (x~)' -3(x~ )' ] for i = J, .. · , n-1 . QE.D. 

Proof of Lemma 2. 

The strategy that S keeps its product and chooses P5 such that P5 > C 5 weakly 

dominates the strategy that S withdraws its product. Therefore S does not wi thdraw its 

product in equiJjbrium. 

Next we show that A does not keep more than one product in equilibrium. If A does 

not withdraw its products, Lemma I shows that the equilibrium prices are 

Ps = C s + ~ (! - db - x.:) and 

P~ = C" +i k-4x~ + Cd' - 3k)'] for i = 1, 2, .. ·,11 . 
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~ 

The market boundary between x; and x., denoted by a(n,S), is J+ x~. The 
6 

1-J I 

boundarybetween x; 1 and x: ( i=2,J, .. · ,n), denotedby a(i-I , i) , is x., + x,,_ 
4 

If A withdraws x~ , the prices become 

) n-1 

The market boundary between x".-1 and Xs, a(n -I, s) , is ~. The boundary • 6 

between x~- 1 and x: ( i = 2,3, .. ·, n- 1) is the same as a(! -l ,i) . 

n" (k, .. ·, x;-1 h.p)- n ... (k, ·· ,x:;-1
, :d I,.p) 

=t.IT ... in (o,a(n-! ,n)] + [a(n-l , n), a(n-l ,S)] + [a(n-l,S),a(n, S)] 

= (x:;-1 +x: ) t(-.:~ - x~-1 )(4- x;-• - ;c: ) + (6- x:;-' - 3x~ ) t{x:- x;-' )(2 + x;-1 + .<) 
4 6 12 3 

(x; -x;-1
) r&- x; )o+ d 

6 

and A has an ex post incentive to withdraw x:. 

Now it is clear that A and S keep one product each in equilibrium. If A keeps x~, 

Ps = C s + ~ 6 - X~ )0 - x:, ), 

P~ = c ... +~ (I -x~ )b+ x~ ) , and 
J 

TI I ( , )I~ , )' ... =Is 1-x ... I,J+x, . 

Since dl1 ... =-_!_G+xJ(!+Jx~ ) < O , reserving X~ maximizes n, Q.E.D. 
dt~ 18 . 
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ProofofLemma 3. 

from Lemma l , 

Os(x, , xs, ej>)= 18 

!
_!_(xs- xJ(4- X5 - xJ' 

. I , 
- (x ~ -X S )(2 +X A + X S )· 
18 

for x5 ~ x, 

otherwise 

Since aos>O and ao 5 <0 for x,. ~x, , o ,. {x,.,l,cp)~O s (.r~,l,cp) for x,<x: axs ax, 
and arg maxlx.,) il 5 (x,, x5 ,cp) = 1 for x, $0 5 . 

S .. 11 n ( -' )-t[-LH(xw- x)(4-xw-x.Jl' ti h 
1m1ar y, w X, ,'f',Xw- ( ) or xw~x,, were 

18 x,. -x, 

Therefore 

Proof of Lemma 4. 

P' - pn ( ( n ' )( n ' ) fi -] ? I 
.-1- . .,+z xA+xAx.,-x,. or 1- ,-~ · ·· , n- . 

Since '\li"' /1 X~ is irrelevant for Ow, Ow(Lr~,-· -,x~lcp,x.,.)=ow(x; , cp,xll') . Then 

n .., (x;,cp, x,.)s n ,.(0.5, cj>,l) for any x; ~0.5 fromLenuna3 

If x,. E k,. x:;-1 J ( i = J, .. · , n-1 ), 

Ow (Lr~,- .. , x; lcp,xw )= llw (k , x~·l lcp, xw) 

(1. } ) [_!_ (3- 46)' for 
$ Dw tO, I ,cp,0.5 = 72 

0 otherwise 

6 < 0.75 

< n w(os,cp, l) . 

If Xw <X~($ 0.5 ), Orv (\x~ ... ·,X~ 1 ej>,xw)= il w (x~,cj>, x.., )s ilw (0 5,cj>, 1) . Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 5 

Define Case N as Xs = $ and Case E as Xs ~ $ Raising P,; ( ~v) has two effects 

for A (W): the price margin becomes larger but some customers may go to other firrn(s) . 

Though the former positive effect is the same in Case£ as in Case N, the latter negative 

effect in Case E is equal to or stronger than that in Case N since S may deprive A (W) of 

customers. Thus the equilibrium prices of A and W in Case E are equal to or lower than 

those in Case N, and the equilibrium profit of A and W in Case £ are equal to or smaller 

than those in Case N. Q.E.D. 

Corollary of Lemma 5 

Suppose X" ;r $. Let us exclude x~ from x. and define the remainder as X~ . 

Then ns(X.,xs.~h ns(X~ , x.,.p) for any Xs and X~. 

Proo[ 

fl 5 weakly increases if the competing product is withdrawn. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 6. 

Lemma 2 shows that S earns fl Jc.~, I, <j>) (2': F) if it chooses x5 = 1. We show that 

fl s decreases if S deviates from this strategy. Suppose A chooses n producr(s) and S 

chooses x5 ;r I . The corollary of Lemma 5 shows that fl s is largest for given xs when 

A reserves one product. From Lemma 3, __i_ns(x_.,x5 ,<j>) is negative if x. < x
5 

and ax, 

positive otherwise Thus Scan earn at most max{ns(x.~,x5 ,.p), ns lx:,x5 ,~)1, which is 

small er than fl 5 (x~.I. $) . The reason is that x~ s; 1-x~ and that _a_TI
5
{x,,x

5
,1jl) is 

ax. 
positive if xA s; x5 and negative otherwise. Q.E.D. 

Proof ofLemma 7. 

so 



(a) If Xw > x~, 

P' - P" + !._ ( " ' )( " - I ) c . - l 7 . . . - 1 ..,- _.. 
2 

rA+xA x.-~ xA lOr 1- , .... , ,n , 

d f h k t::. + (x11 -x~ )~ + xw +d 
and the boun ary o t e mar et between x,... and < is (x J 

6 w- x:; 
Thus D.< increases as xw increases. 

(b) n , (t"~· "· , x:;-' l.p, l) - n , (k ... ·, x;-l ,x~ l$. 1) 

t("; - x~-1 )r 
= 72 G - x; )(j - x: 1 

) ' 

-46.[/J.+ 2(!-x~)(l - x;' )J. 
a'Y 

and it is positive for t::. $ I . The reason is that i'JK' < 0 for K E {6., x~, x:-' }, that 

Y > 0 for t::. = o, and that Y > 0 for t::. =I and t'<':-' , <)e {(o,c:), (o,o 5), (o.s,o.s)} . 

()[!( "' l) _- t[t::.+(1-x,}(3+xJ]' d''d . . QE c ,. xA• '+'• ( ) an 11 IS ecreasmg m x,. . .. D. 
18 1-x,. 

ProofofLemma 8. 

S always enters when IT 5 l\:_.,x; (x,.,xw ), xw) :<:F . Tf x,. $ x,., $ x
5

, 

max rr,.. (x., xs, Xw) = IT W (0, 1. 0.5) = ;2 (3- 4t::.l' 

s; IT"' (0.5,¢>,!)< F . 

( 
1 

)[3(1-x,)-t::.(3-x.)]' and 721-x ·" ·" ,, 

max O w (x_., x5 ,xw) =Ow (o, 0, 1) = f (1- t::.f 

$ ITw (0.5, ¢>, 1) <F . 

If x,. > x s, max [[w (x,., x s, x,.,) = ITw (0, 0, 1) . Thus W cannot earn positive profit 
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if Senters after W. Q E. D. 

ProofofProposition 3. 

if some x" satisfies all of n sk ,x;(x),l)$ F , n,k ,tJ>,Ih n,.(o, l, tj>) , and 

IT , (x,, tj>, l):<: F , then n wk . <J>, i):<: F and nJt'~ , <J>, !hiT)O, I , q>) because 

f1w(x., <j>, J) and f1)x,, <j>, l) aredecreasingin X ,;, 

lf (3) is satisfied, x: = 0 and A chooses x. = 0 fro m Lemma 2. We shall assume 

below that (3) is not satisfied. 

C I . > d •< (xw -x.}(x)x,;+ 2xw - 8) +2xs (1 +x"- x,., )+3x, (z - x,., )) _ 
ase . xs x" an "'- =!:. ,. 

3Xw -2XA - Xs 

We shall analyze this case after Case 4. 

Case 2: Xs > xA and 6 2: ~ [3xw (2- xw)- 2x5(1- x5)- x, (4- x)]= .t:. ,. 
~ 

( )_t(x5 -x)(4-xs -xJ' d . · fS 
IT 5 x,., x5 , x"' -

18 
, an A must move m to deter entry o . 

Since IT,(x,, <J>, xw) is decreasing in x,, A chooses x.: in this case. 

and A must move in ward to deter en try of S because 

_a_IT _ (1-x,..)(-2.t:.-4x"+(x, )' +(x5 )' +2x, (2 -xw)) 
0 s - ( ) < Oxw 2 x s - x A - ' 

Since n . (x", tj>, x,. ) is decreasing in x, ,A chooses x: in this case. 

Case 4: x5 ~ x, 
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11 5 is maximized when (x5 ,xw)= (0, 1) . Since nJx,, O, l)= ;; (L1+JJ' , 

'<lx5 I15 (0.3,x5 ,l)<n"'(0.5,1j>,l)(< F) for Ll $0.2 

and D s (O.S, O, l)<I1s (0 .5, 1, 1) for Ll~02 . 

Therefore S does not choose x s $ x,. in equilibrium. 

Next we shall return to the Case 1. Define 

K = _a_ IT)x •. $. 1)/- 0- n~ k, , x; , l) _ ___i__ n,(xA, I)/___i__ n ~ (x,., x;, I) 
ax,.. axil' ax,. ax A 

(J- x,)b+Ll- XA (2+ x . ..llH 
9(1-xA )~'·+~)' 

where r = 3 - x A (4 - x" ) > 0 , s = r - 8L1 , and 

H = (3- x,) ' (l-x)' (s -Jx,)~+ ~)+ ! 6L1' [2(!-x)(l + xJ-~J 

+ 4t>' (t- x" J[- 27 + 57x_. - 37(x.J' + 7(x" )' - (!5- 9x)~j 

+4L1(1- x" )' b- x.}[- 27+ 5lxA- 29(x] +5(xJ' - (4- 2xJ~J. 

If K > 0 , A moves inward until 11 ~ (r", x~. !) $ F is satisfied. Calculation shows that 

K > 0 for any Ll $0.257 and x" $ 0.25 , and that II~$ 11 ~ for Ll ~ 0.257 . Thus A 

moves inward at least until x" = 0.25 Jf Ll $ 0.18 , IT~ (0.25, x; , 1) < 11"' (0.5,cp,J) < F 

and choosing x,, = 0 25 1s enough for entry deterrence. If L1 ~ 0.18 , 

n s (r A' X;. !) .. n~ for any X A > 0 25. Consequently A chooses X: if it intends to deter 

entry of S. 

The above argument shows that A chooses ·< if it wants to deter entry of S. Since 

I1 A (x ~, ~. t) 2! n " (O, l, if>) from our assumption, to deter entry of S is more profitable for 

A than not to deter. Therefore A chooses x ~, W chooses xw = l (since this maximizes 

Dw (x:, if>, xw)) and S does not enter the market in the unique equilibrium. Q.E.D. 
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Appendix B: Formal proofs of lemmata in Chapter 3. 

Proof of Lemma 3-1. 

From Gabszewicz and Thisse ( 1979), 

25(q - q ) 
B I If q

1 
S q

8 
$ 4q

1 
-3 ; 

18q8 

(q1 -qn)··roz-( +')< < · d = --- 1 . ) q
1 

J _ q
8 

_ q
1

, an 
18q8 

(q8 -I}((' - 218) +I)= JC
1 

if q8 $ 0.25(q
1 
+ 3) 

4qa Cf1- CJa 

(Note that the density of consumers is 0.5 in our model). Then 

a1C 1 q1' +q1 - 2q1 q8 -q, q; +Jq~ -2q8 
aqn = 4q! (ql- Cfal' 

and it is positive at q8 = 0.25(q1 + 3) if and only if q, < 3 . Thus it is straightforward to 

show (a), (b), and (c). Q.E.D. 

ProofofLemma 3-2. 

B always keeps q8 (and charges P8 > 0) because it is the weakly dominant 

strategy. Define q, =max k,[q, E Q.,) Then P, = 0 for any i ~ {Z,B} and 

l
(q. -q, ) if q , ;:::0.25(q

8
+3) 

nJL.CJal = n , (qz, CJal = (q: 8~~)(1 + Cfa _ 
21

zl 
otherwise 

4qz (Cfa -q, ) 

in equilibrium. Thus A withdraws any q, that satisfies n,(q, q
8
)< n_.(q,, q.) for 

some j < i . Consequently q, s q"' must ho ld in equilibrium. Since IT
8 
0 . ., q

8
) 

(=TI 8 (q,, q8 ))isdecreasingin q2 , Bearns TI 8 (q.~~ , q8 ) or more. Q.ED. 

Proof of Lemma 3-3 (a I). 

Suppose A keeps some products smaller than q8 • Define 
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Then p = Cfo - qx 
B ' 

Cfa 
P, = 0 for any i ,o {n,B} in 

(_o. ) (3q - 2q - q y 
equilibrium. Hence 0 Vd q = " B •• Since Lemma 3-1 shows that 

A A• 8 8q.(qn - q. ) ' 

A has an incentive to withdraw all products ex.cept CJ. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 3-3 (a2) 

When q8 > 0. 25(3q~1 + q.) and A keeps CJn, B chooses P
8 

= q"_,- Cfa and earns 
.)CjB 

D 8 (q., q8 ) even if A keeps some products smaller than q
8

. Q.E.D. 

Proof ofLemma 3-3 (b) 

If A keeps some q, $ q8 , P, = 0 in equilibrium and it causes negative effect on 

P8 Therefore A withdraws any q, $ q8 in equilibrium. 

Suppose A keeps q, and q,, ,. Then in equilibrium 

P8 = o.sq;'z-' (2q; - q, q8 (q, + q,., )+ q~ (q,_, - q, )) , 

P, = z-• (Jq, + 2q,_, )(q, - q. ), 

P,., = O.sz-' (2q, (q, + 4q,_, ) + q 8 (q,_, - I I q, )) , 

and n A({q,, q,., },q8 )= O.I2Sz-'v 

where Z = q, (q, + 2qk-l ) + CJ8 (q,_, - q.) 

and V = 12q: + q: (40q,. , - 42q8 ) + 2qi ~4qi, , - 43q,_,q8 + !Sq! ) 

+7q, q,., q8 (4q,_, -5q8 )+5qi,, q! . 

Define 1'1.0 01 =n; ({q, , q,_, },q8)-n ~ (q,_ 1 , q8 ) . Then 1'1.0
21 

is max.imized at q
8

=2 
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a' a 
because-. t.n ,, > 0 and -e:.n ,, < 0 at q8 =2.25 Given Cfu =2 , t.IT , <0 at aq; · aq. · 

a' q, =q8 , t.IT , =O at q, =q,,1, and - 2 t.IT ,> O Consequently t.IT 21 < 0 is aq, 
always satisfied and A withdraws q, in equilibrium. 

Next suppose A keeps n products. Then IT .., ({q,,- ·· ,q.}.q
8

) -n .. (q, ,q
8

) is 

decreasing in q, for given q8 . The reason is that a change in q, has a direct effect on 

P8 in the latter case, while it has an indirect effect on P
8 

in the former case. Hence 

n .. {{q,,·· ·. q_,. qJq. )- n, (q, , q8 ) 

< rr .., {{q, .... ,q,_l> q ,_,}, q8 )- rr . (q,_, . q. ) 

= rr _. {{q,,· .. . q,_, },q8 )- rr.., (q,_, ,q
8

) 

< rr j{q,,. . ·, q,_, ), q. )- rr.., (q,.,, q
8

) 

< ·· · < n . ({q, ,qh,}, q8 )- n , (q,_,, q8 ) = e:.n , < o 

for given q8 • Namely A withdraws {q, , · · ·, q,_1 } in equilibrium. Q.E .D. 

ProofofLemma 3-4. 

Since IT 8 (3,6)> IT 8 (3.1.5) , q,· > 3 must hold . Then IT
8 

is maximized at either 

q8 = 6 or q8 = q; {q,) from Lemma 3-1. Hence choosing q; deters entry if 

F~IT 8 (q; , 6) . lf F<fJ 8 {q,- , 6) , Bcanentereither q8 =6 or q8 =q;(q,)QE.D. 

Proof of Proposition 3-1 . 

If Q_. = 6 , B does not enter the market because Lemma 3-1 and Lemma 3-2 show 

that it can earn 118 (6, q; (6))- F at most. Then A earns n., (6, ~)- F . If Q., = q
1 

< 6 , 

n A deCreaSeS beCaUSe 

If A produces the second product, 

n • ((q, q, }, ~) = 4~sq, (q, - 1) ' 
q, + JC],q,- q, + q, 
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and calculation shows that it can earn at most 

max Q, rr.{{q,, q, ), ~j>)- 2F = rrJ\J6. 6ltP)- 2F 

(5 rr A ((J6.61 tP)- rr. (6, q; (6))- F < rr _, (6.<P)- F). 

Therefore A never chooses two or more products. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 3-2. 

If QA = q, , B does not enter the market and A earns TI A (q,. ~j>)- F We shall 

pro e IT, decreases when A deviates from this. First suppose that A chooses one 

product other than q, . If Q_., = q, < q, ' rr .< decreases because n A (q, '<j>) is increasing 

in q, . lf QA = q, > q, , B enters q; (q,) because 118 (q,, q; (q, )) > F and Lemma 3-2 

shows that choosing other product(s) decreases TI8 Then A earns Il)q, , q; (q, ))- F 

( 5 11 _, (6, q; (6))- F), and numerical calculation shows that n , (6, q; (6)) < 11 A (q,, <j>). 

Next suppose that A chooses n 2:2 products and q, > q; (6) if and only if i 2: k , 

and that B does not enter the market. Lemma 3-2 shows that, in order to deter entry of B, 

q. and q._, must satisfy 

rr (q 6)= 25(6-q,)<F(:;;n 16q.(6))) 
8 k> JQS 8 ~ > B 

and IT A (qk·l, 6) < TIJq,, 6) , 

Define q. such that 11 8 (q, , 6) = 118 (6,q;(6)) , and define 7j1~ 1 such that q,_, :;; q;(6) 

and nJq._,, 6) = nA (q, ,6). Then, since calculation shows that 

II, (q, q,) < 11 8 (q;, 6)(:;; F) for any q 5 q,_,, 

A does not have an incentive to choose products smaller than q; (6) . Hence q, 2: q, if A 

deters entry of B. On condition that q, 2: q, , 

max 11 _, ({q,,. .. , q"_', qJ <j>)- max IlA ({q, ,· .. , q,_, },<j>) 

< max n , ({q,, .. ·, q,_,, q,_, }, $)-max IlA (fq,,. · ·, q.,_J.tJ>), 

and calculation shows that 
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Namely, choosing more than two products decreases net profit. Thus A can earn 

n ... ({q,,6},ij>)-2F (sn.({ij,,6},1j>)-fl 8 (q;,6)-F) at most. Since calculation shows 

that fl ){q,, 6liJ>)- fl O (q; , 6) < fl)q1 ,<pl. fl A decreaSeS by deviation. 

Final ly suppose that A chooses 11 ~ 2 products and q, > q~ (6) if and only if 

i ~ k, and that B enters the market. We will determine an upper bound of A's payoff. 

Since n .. 0 ... , {q8 ,-··,q8J)sn .. 0_,,q8 ) , we assume 8 chooses one product. If 

q, <q,,Benters q8 = 6 . Then 

nJ;2_,,6)s max{n ... (qH, 6),n .. (q, , 6)} (from Lemma 3-2) 

< n ... (6, q~ (6)) < ll _, (q; ,ij>) (from Lemma 3-1) 

If q, ~ ij,, B chooses q~ (qJ and calculation shows that 

2< q~(q,)sq~(qJ< 0.25(q" +3) . 

Then Lemma 3-3 (b) shows that. A withdraws all products except q", and it earns 

njq. , q~ (qJ)-nF ( < n.(q1 ,ij>)- F). Accordingly n. decreases in this case. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 3-3. 

If Q .. = 6, B chooses only one product because Lemma 3-2 shows that only rhe 

highest quality among Q8 has positive sales in equilibrium. Thus B chooses q; (6) to 

maximize its profit, and A earns fl _.. (6, q; (6))- F We shall prove n ... decreases when 

A deviates from this. 

Suppose A chooses Q ... = q1 < 6 . Then B enters either q
8 

= 6 or q
8 

= q; (q
1
), 

and A earns either n ,(qi'6)-F or n..{q1 ,q~(q1 ))-F. Calculation shows that they 

are smaller than n .. (6, q; (6))- F . 

Next suppose that A chooses n ~ 2 products and q, > q~ (6) if and only if i ~ k . 

Since we consider an upper bound of A's payoff, assume that B chooses one product. If 

q, < q; , 8 enters q 8 = 6 . Then 

n .. 0"' 6):::; max {n A (q,_, 6), n ... (q,, 6)} (from Lemma 3-2) 
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< 11)6,q~(6)) (from Lemma 3-l). 

If q, ~ q;, 8 chooses q; (qJ (~ q~ (q; )> 2) and A withdraws all products except q• 

from Lemma 3-3 (b). Then it earns n)q. , q~ (qJ)-nF ( < n,{6,q~(6))- F). Q.ED. 

Proof of Proposition 3-4. 

A consumer of income y is willing to pay up to y(I - q,-1
) for good q, . When A 

chooses q1 and B does not enter, A offers P, = 1.5(!- q~' ) in equilibrium and 

27(q,-I)_F. 
16q, 

If F ~ 11 8 (6, q~ (6)) , Proposition 3-1 shows that q1 = 6 and W = 45 -F . 
32 

[f ll 8 {q;,6)::;; F< ll 8 (6,q~{6)) , Aoffers 7f. that satisfies 

F (q1 -1)(5r +q1r-4q1 -4) h ~I = were r=-vq1 +•. 4(q,-r-l)(q;r-q1 -r-!) 1 

Then 

w(q, )= 27(q, -I)_ (q; -!)(5r+ q,r- 4q, - 4) 
16q1 4(q1 - r -l)(q

1
r- q1 - r- 1) 

and calculation shows that dW > 0 and aq, > 0 . Therefore dW > 0 in this case. 
dli. dF dF 

lfF < ll 8 (q;,6 ) . then (Q,.,Q8 )=(6, q~(6)) , P,= 17 ~2
2q;,and P8 =q~;l in 

·1·b· C h . I h 19 - 4q~-bb d I equ t 1 num. onsumers w ose mcome are ess t an ---. = uy q
8

, an ot 1er 
12- 2q. 

consumers buy q, . Thus 

w = o.5f y(t- q;' )dy + o . sf:y~- q~' )cy-2F. 

Calculation shows that 
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Therefore Wunder duopoly is always larger than Wunder monopoly. Q.E.D 

Proof of Proposition 3-5 

If qc <min {q_,, q8 ), Pc = 0 in equilib rium. Hence we assume q8 < qc < q, 

When qc :S: 0.2(2q, + 3q8 ) , 

f1 c (CJ,, qB, lfc )= 9(q, -(H)(q, -qC)(qC rqB) and df1 c > 0 . 
2qc 4q,-3q8 - qc - ilqc 

When 'fc ~ 0.2(2q_, + 3q8 ) , 

ITc (q A> qB, qc )= q,- qc and anc <0 . 
18qc dCfc 

Therefore Ti c is maximized at qc = 0.2(2q, + 3q8 ) for Cfc E [q8 ,q, ]. Entry is 

blockaded if Tic (6, q~ (6), 0.6(4 + q~ (6))) < F . Otherwise B must choose closer product 

to A. The reason is it cannot earn positive gross profit when C enters higher quality than 

its product. Define 

K = _i_ IT A (q,,. q8 ,$)/_i_nc (qA, q8 , 0.2(2q" + 3q8 )) aq. aq. 

- _a_n, (q,,q8 ,$)j_i_rrc (qA, q8 ,0 2(2qA + 3q
8

)) . aq_, aq, 

A continues to choose q,, = 6 if K < 0 for q. = 6 . Calculation shows that 

K = Jbq,- 2~8 - 1)(2q, + 3q8 f < 0 tior ( ) 
( ) 

q.<0.25q. +3 
I Oq~ qB q_,- q. 

and K=O for q8 ~ 0 .25(q.+3) . 

Thus A chooses q .. = 6 and B chooses Cj8 such that Tic (6, q8 , 0.6(4 + q8 )) = F in the 

unique equilibrium for ITc (6, 2.25, J . 75)::; F . 

IfF < n c (6, 2.25, 3 75) , q8 must be larger than 2.25 to prevent entry of C. Then 

A chooses q', such that n 8 (q~, 6, 4>)::; F since K = 0 for any q_. . B chooses q~ 

such that q~< q~ and ITc(q:.,q~,0.2(2q~+3q~))=F . (qA,q8 )=(6,Zj8 ) is an 

example of such equilibria. Q.E .D. 
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Appendix C: Formal proofs of lenunata in Chapter 4. 

Proof of Lemma 4-1. 

There are six behavioral strategies forB in period 1; r,8 = 111 , ' is = !1
8

, 1/ = m1
8

, 

and their reverses (report d, instead of 11 1, and vise versa). We prove that no strategy 

other than r, 8 = m1
8 can be an equ ili brium behavioral strategy for B. 

First we show that 'i" = u1 is not an equilibrium. If this is an equilibrium and B 

reports R~ = u, , S ~ = 8 because the market cannot infer s1
8

• We show that B has an 

incentive to deviate regardless of the market' s out-of-equilibrium belief. Suppose 

i'J ~ ((R,-' ,d,, o, ), r,)=8~ (R,•, d, ,o, ) . Then B reports R1
8 =d, when R," =s,8 =d1, 

because his expected utility is 

Ee~ = Pr(u, jd, ,d,) 8~ (d, d, ,u, )+ Pr(d, jd, ,d,) 8~ (d, d, ,d,) 

= 8(1+~) > 8 . 
1+8-

Secondly, suppose i'J ~ ((R," ,d,, o, ), ,J=8~ (R.", u ,, o, ) . Then B reports R,8 =d, when 

R," = s1
8 = 111 for the same reason. Thirdly, suppose that i'J ~ ((R,·• , d, o, ), r,) = 8 . Then B 

reports R,8 =d, when R,A = s1
8 =d, because Pr(d, jd,. d , )> Pr{u,Jd,, d , ) (Remember 

that we assu me an economist reports the forecast of the higher possibility to be correct 

when the expected utilities of two fo recas ts are the same). The same argument shows 

that ! j8 = d1 is not an equilibrium. 

Next we show that r1
8 = / 1

8 is not an equilibrium. If this is an equilibrium, 

8~ (h, ,r,) = 8 ~ (R,-' , R1
8

, o,) . We show that B has an incentive to deviate when s,S f' R," . 

Suppose s1
8 = d1 # R,A = 11 1 • Then o1 = u, with probability 0.5. If B reports R1

8 = d 1 , 
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A 8 8 ( ) 28(1- p) 
8, =8, u,, d ,, u, =---

1 +8 

when a , = 111 (with probability 0 5) and 

• 8 8 ( ) 26p 6, =6 , u,, d ,, d , =--
1+6 

when o, = d, (with probability 0.5). If B reports R1
8 = u,, 

·a a( ) p8(1 + 6) 8 ( ) 
6, =6, u,, u,, u, = - ( ) '> 6, u,, d,.d, 

o.)+26 p- 0.5 +0.56 · 

when a1 = u, (with probability 0.5) and 

e• = 68 (11 ll d)= 8(!+ 6)(l- p) 8 ( ) 
I I I ' 1, 1 ( ) , > 61 u1 ,d1 ,u1 o.5-26 p-o.s + 0.58 · 

when a, = d1 (with probability 0.5). Since 8~ is increas ing in 0~, s·s expected total 

utility ( e~ + e~ ) increases by deviation. 

Finally, reporting the reverse of s~ (R,A ) cannot be an equilibrium because this is 

Jess likely to be correct than 1/ = 11
8 ( 1/ = m

1
8 ). Q.E.D. 

Proof ofProposition 4-1 . 

Let us assume R," = u, for 1 = 1,2 without loss of generaJity. B chooses R: that 

maXJm1zes 0 ~. Define Ee: (R;•, s:, R: ) as the expectation of 8 ~ when A reports R~, 

B observes s:, and he report s R:, If B sticks to the equilibrium strategy and make the 

same report as A, 

because the market cannot infer s:. We show that B does not have an incentive to 

deviate even if the market believes that deviation implies s1
8 =a,, i.e. 



Ee ~ (u , ,u, ,d,) = e: ~, , ,d, ,u , I8)Pr(u , lu ,, ll,) +8 ~ ~, , ,d,,d,le)Pr(d,lu ,, u, ) ' and 

Eeg (u ,,d, .d,) = e ~ ~l ,, d,, u , I8)Pr(ll , lll ,, d, ) + e ~ ~l ,, d,, d, I8)Pr(d, lu , ,d, ). 

Ee; (" ,.",,d,) < E8 f (u ,,d,,d,) 

is always satisf1ed. Furthermore, Ee: (u , ,d, ,d, ) is increasing in Pr(d, lu,, dJ, which 

is increasing in e~. Thus the necessary and sufficient condition for B not to deviate is 

Ee ~ (u , ct, d, ) 2pe(J+~) , 
- - - - 1+6p8-28+8- +2p8-

and the condition turns out to be 

e 2 _I_ or < (!-e) ' 
3 P 2h-2e-e' l" 

2p8(l+8) - 48 2p(J- p) 
(1+8) ' -48 ' p(J - p) 

and the condition is 

-1+8-28' +-J-se ' +99 ' +28+1 Q 
p< ~b-~ .. ED 

ProofofLemma 4-2. 

The necessary and sufficient condition forB not to deviate is 
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EfJ ~ (u ,, d,, d, )>Ee~(u,, d, ,u , ) forany s~ and o, . 

We show that the above condition is not satisfied when s1
8 ~ o, . If rt = 1: is an 

equilibrium, we can write B ~ = 8 ~ (R;, R:, ozl for given (h, ,r1 .r, ). Then, since 

Ee: (u , ,d,,d,) = e: (u0 ,d,,u, )Pr(ll,jll,, d,) + e: (11 2,d,, d,)Pr(d,h ,d,) and 

EB~ (11,, d~, u, ) = e: (11 ,, 11 , ,u,)Pr(u, jll, ,d,) + e: &t,, u, ,d,)Pr(d,jll ,, dJ 

Ee: (u ,,d,, d, )- Ee~ (u ,, d, ll , ) 

= ~ : (u , ,d,, 11 2 )- 8 ~ (u, , u, , d, )}Pr(d, ju, ,d,) 

+ ~ : (u ,, d,,d, )- 8 ~ (11 ,, 11 20 u, )}Pr(d,ju,, d,) 

+ ~ : (u ,,d, , u,)- 8 ~ (u ,, u, , u , )j{pr~, , ju ,, d,)- Pr(d,ju ,, d, )} . 

This equation is always negative for s1
8 ~ o, , because 

Pr~12 ju, , d,)~ Pr(d, ju,,d, ) (from 81
4 ~ 8 ~ ), 

Proof of Proposition 4-2. 

We show B has no incentive to deviate from the equilibrium. We assume R: = 11, 

for I= 1, 2 without loss of generality. 

Case (a): R," = o, = u1 • 

Ee~ (11,, 11, ,11 ,) = Ee~ 0,,, d,, 11, ) 
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Pr(u, ,d1iu1 )e ~ (u,, d1 ,111 )+ Pr(u,, u,lu,} Pr(u,, u,)a,O (u, , 11 1, 111 ) 

PrGt1,d1h J+ Pr(u,, u,!u, )Pr(u,, u, ) 

48(1- a)(J- p)a.' + 2pa(1 +a )a ' + sp ' a ' (1 +a)' 

2(1 - a)(!+ a )a 2 +a ' + 4p'a' (J +a) ' a 

where a= 1 + 28(2p -1) +a'-

As we show in the proof of Proposition I, Ee: (u ,,d,, d,} > Ee~ (u , , 11 2 ,d, ). 

ES ~ (u , ,d,,d, )= a ~ ~l,, d,, u , [e)Pr~l , lu,, d, ) +a: ~l ,, d, ,d,[e)Pr(d,lu,,d,) 

8~ (1-S ~ )(!- p) I+ (8 , - a8 )(2p-!)- B, 88 

= l +®: -e~ )(2p-!)-e~et 1- a , a 8 

·, ' 8 " ( ) 2p8(!+a) 
where a , = 8, =8 , u,,ui> ul = ( ) l. 

I+ 28 2p-l +8 

Case (a!): Rt =a, = u, ;t s1
8 and s f = d, 

. " ( ) 28p 8 ( . ) 2a(J- p) S1nce 8, =8 1 u1,d 1, u1 =-and 88 =8 1 u" d" u1 =---, 
1+8 1+8 

Ee~ (u, d ,d)= 2p8(1+8) (t+a) ' - 48 ' p(J-p)-2a(J+a)(2p-J)' 
• • 

2 
' a+ 2pa(J+a) (1+8) ' -4a ' p(!-p) 

B chooses the equilibri um strategy if 

Ee: (u ,,d,,d, ) < rn: (u ,,d,, u,). (a!) 

Case (a2): R,' = o1 = u1 = s1
8

. 

. ' ( ) 2pa(J+a) 
Smce a, =a 8 =a, u,, u,, u, = ( ) 2 , 

1+28 2p- l +a 

£8
• 8 ( d)= 2pa(l +8) a' +4a ' p ' (! +8)' -4p8(1+8}(2p-1) 2 a 

, 11 , 11, ' ( ) ( ) ' · · · · a+2pal+8 a ' +4a ' p 2 l+a · 
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-'• ( ) 2p6(1 +8) and £8 2 u, d, ,d, = ( ) . 
• · a+2p9 1+6 

8 chooses the equilibrium strategy if 

and Ee~ (u ,, d, ,d,)> Ee~ (u ,, d, ,u, ) . (a3) 

_ Pr(u, ,u,Jd, )e ~ (u , , 111 ,d, )+Pr(u,.d, Jd, )Pr(u , ,u, )8 ~ (u,.d, ,d,) 
- Pr(u1,u,Jd, )+ Pr(u,.d, Jd, )Pr(u 2,u2 ) 

4a(l + a) ' (1- p)+ 2pa(J- a)(1 + af + sp' a' (1- p)(1- al 

26 + a) ' f3 + 6- a)(J +a) ' + 4pa' (J- p)(l- a)(l +a) 

where f3=1-2a(2p-l)+a ' , 

pa~ ~ -e:) 1- (a A -a . )(2p-1)-a_.a 8 

+1-(e: -sn(2p- 1) -e;'e~ 1-a, a • 

• 8 8 ( ) 2pa e , =6, u, ,d,, d, =-. 
1+6 

Case (b l): R,• = s," ;eo, = d, and s~ = d,. 

' ( ) 26(1 +6)(1- p) 
Since6A=6 8 =61 u1, u1,d1 (), 

1-262p-l +6 2 

2p9(1- e+ 2pe)l(1 +e) ' - 2a(1 +a)(zp-1)' -4e' p(l- p)j 
Ee ~ (u ,,d, ,d, ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) . 1+8 ~ -86' p 1+6 2 1-p +166~p' 1-p 2 -462 1+6 ' 2p-l ' 

B chooses the equi librium strategy if 
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Case (b2): 111" -# o1 = d, =st . 

. "( d !) ze(t-p) • ( ) 2pe 
Smce 8.~ =e, u1, p < 1 =~and e8 =e, u1,dJ> d1 =r:;:e · 

~ B ( ) 2pe(J-e+2pe) 
Ee , ll , ll , d, = ( ) ' ( ) - - - - I + e - + 4e' p I - p 

X 
(I+ e)"- 4e(I +e)' (zp - I) ' (p + 8- p8)+ I6e ' p(I- p) ' [(I + 8)(2p- 1)' - p8j 

(1 +e)" -88 ' p(l- p)(I +e) '+ 16e' p ' (1- p)' -4e ' (I+ e) ' (2p -I)' 

dEe•( d d l=zpe(1+8)-4e ' p(l-p) 
an ' u,, ''' (l+e) ' -4e ' p(l-p) 

B chooses the equilibrium strategy if 

ES ~ (u ,, u,,d, ) < Ee~ (u ,, u,, u , ) (b2) 

and £8~ (u ,, cl,,d,) > m: (u ,, d,, u, ). (b3) 

B follows the equilibrium strategy if {p, e) satisfies all of (a I), (a2), (a3) , (b I), 

(b2), and (b3). {p, e)= (o 75, 0 36) is one example. Q.E D. 

Proof of Lemma 4-3. 

We assume R,A = u, for 1 = 1, 2 without loss of generality. Since 

pe~ ~-e:) I-(e,, -e.)(2p-1)-e"es 
+ I-\il i' -e~ )(2p-!)-s:s~ 1- e"e. 
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all we have to show is 

ii ~ > EB ~ (u ,, d,, d, ) v(st,oJ VpE (o 5, 1) , and VeE (0, 1) . 

Case I . s1
8 = 111 = o1 . 

. ' ( ) 2pe(t+8) 
Slnce 8A =88 =81 lll, IIP /11 = ( ) , ' 

1+2e 2p-l +8" 

e"A eA( d ) 2p8 
I = I Zf l, 1• 111 =--, 

I+e 

'8 -8 ( ) 2e(t- p) 
and e , =e , ll l, d l, l/1 =--

l+e 

in this case, the condition turns out to be 

z = (1- e)(t +e)'+ 2p(t +e) ' (- 2+ 3e)+ sp'e0 + 48+e ' )+ 4p ' b-7s ' -3e' )> o. 

a'z az > 0 at This is always satisfied because - , > 0 , p = 0. 5 , and Z > 0 at p = 0 5 ap- ap 
Case 2: s1

8 = 111 # o1 . 

2Sb+s)(J-p) 
1-2e(2p-l)+e', 

'A .< ( ) 2S(J-p) s l =S l 1/l, c/l,dl =---, 
1+S 

· a 'a ( ) 2pS and S, =e1 u1,d1,d1 =--
I+S 

in this case, the condition turns out to be 

r =5 -12p + sp' + (t5- 46p+4&p ' -16p ' Je+ ~ 1-48p+ 68p' -32p' )e ' 

+ (1 - 6 p + 12 p 2 
- 8 p 3 )e 3 > 0 . 

a'r ar 
This is always satisfied because - , < 0 and - > 0 at S E {o, 1} . 

as· as 
Case 3: s1" = d1. 

The above argument shows that B always mimics A in period 2. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Proposition 4-3 _ 

We assume s; = u, for t =I, 2 without loss of generality. Define 

EIT , = £8: +£8; as the sum of expected utility economist i earns in two periods. 

We show first that B has no incentive to deviate when A follows the equilibrium 

strategy. Since Proposition 4-1 shows that B never deviates in period 2 when (1) and (2) 

are satisfied, we have only to prove that B never deviates in period I. If B follows the 

equilibrium strategy, EIT 8 = 28 . If B deviates in period I , Lemma 4-3 shows that he 

always mimics A in period 2 and thus Bi = B~ . Therefore, if he deviates in period I , 

Er1 8 = 28~ (u, ,d, , 111 )Pr(u,Ju1,d1 ) + 28~ {u1 ,d, ,d, )Pr(d,Ju, ,d,) 

=~<28 
I +8 

when s1
8 = d,, and 

ETI 8 = 281
8 (u, ,d, ,-u, )Pr(u,Ju, ,u,) + 28~ (u1 ,d, , d 1 )Pr(d,Ju, , 111) 

< 28~ (u ,, d,, 111 )Pr(u , Ju , .d,) + 28~ (u, ,d, ,d, )Pr(d,Ju, ,d, ) 

when s,8 = 111 • Consequently B has no incentive to deviate. 

Next we show that A has no incent ive to deviate when B follows the equilibrium 

strategy. Since the conditional probability that u, occurs when s," = u, is 

Pr(u,Ju, ) = 0 5 + 8" (p- 0 5) > 0.5, 

the market evaluation of A when B always mimics A, e; (R,", o,), is 

"A ( ) "A ( ) 2p8 e, u,,u, = 8, d, ,d, = ( ) and 
1+8 2p-l 
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Similarly we obtain e; (R;• ,a,) by substituting e~ for 8 in the above equations. 

Suppose s;' = u,. If A reports R; = u,, the expectation of e; is 

If A reports R;' = d, , the expectation of e; decreases to 

Therefore A does not deviate from the equilibrium in period 2. Since the same argument 

applies to period 1 and e; is increasing in e~, A does not deviate in period I. Q.E.D 

Proof ofProposition 4-4. 

Assume s: = u, for 1 = 1, 2 . We show f1rst that B has no incentive to deviate. 

Proposition 4-2 shows that 8 never deviates in period 2 if (p, e) lies in the shaded area 

in Figure 4-2. If 8 deviates in period I , the argument in the proof of Proposition 4-3 

2e f " . . . e'" e d th shows that ET1 8 =-- at most. I B .ollows the eqUllibnum strategy, 1 = an e 
1+8 

expectation of S~ is as follows (See the proof of Proposition 4-2). 

Ee" (R• = R ... fR ... =a ) = 4e(1- e)(J- p)a ' + 2pe(1 + e)a ' + sp'e' (1 +e) ' 
2 

' 
0 1 1 

2(J-8)(1+8)a ' +a1 +4p ' 8 ' (1+8) ' a 

where a:;J +28(2p-1)+8 2
, 

Ee~ (R;' ,.R:! fR ... =o)= 2p8(1+8) , 
- - -

1 1 a+ 2pe(1 +e) 
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Ee" V?" = n"IR" l = 48(1 + el ' (1- p) + 2p0(1- e)(!+ eJ' + sp ' e' (I- p)(I- el 
1 2 

' 
1 

>'o, 2(!+8)'f3+(1-8)(1+8)3 +4p8 2 (1-p)(!-8)(!+8) 

where f3=1-28(2p-1)+8 2
, and 

£8• 8 1~ 8 R"l"" J=2p8(1+8)-48 ' p(l-p) 
, v<, * , 1\, "' o, ( ) , ( l . 1+8 '-482p1-p 

When s1
8 = 111 ~ s," ), 

+Pr(u,iu ,, u,) Pr(u,, u , )Ee~V?: = R;IR;"' =oJ 

) 1 zp'e' (1 +e) ' 
where Pr(u,, u, =-+ 

1 
. 

- - 2 a 

When s1
8 = d 1 (,; s,"), 

( ) I 2p8 2 (!- p) 
where Pru 1 ,u1 ="2+ (!+B)' . 

Since calculation shows that both are larger than ~, B has no incentive to deviate in 
1+8 

period I . 

Next we show that A never deviates from the equilibrium. Since B always mimics 

A in period 1, the market evaluation of A in period I, Si V?,-', o,), is 

. ( ) . ( ) 2p8 e; u .. u, = e ~ d,,d, = ( ) 
1+8 2p-l 
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' "( ) '" ( ) 2e(1-p) e, u,, d , = e, d,, u, = ( ) . 
1+e 2p-l 

The market evaluation in period 2 when R; = R: is as follows. 

e.,(/?"_ R" = )= p,e, + p,e, + p,e, 
2 I -01, 1 Oz 

p , + p , + p , 

where p1 =Pr(u1,u1}Pr(u,, u, )Pr(u, ju ,, u2 ) 

= 6+e ' )[1 4pe(I+e)(2p-J) 4p'e ' (1+e)' ] 
8 + a + a ' ' 

p 2 = Pr(u, ,d, )Pr(u ,, u, )Pr0t, lu 2 ,u2 ) 

=(I- e)(!+ e) [1 + 2e(2p -1) + 4e ' p(l- p)J 
8 l+e (I+e)' , 

p1 = Pr(u1.d, )Pr(u,,d, )Pr(u,!u,. d,) 

= (1- e)(l +e) [1 + 2e(2p- 1)' 4e' p(1- p)J 
8 I+ e (I+ e)' , 

p,e, = o.sa-' p28(1 + e)6 + e' )[a+ 2p9(1 +e)], 

p,e, = 0.5(1 +e)-' p' e(I- e)(! + 3e- 2pe) , and 

p,8, = o s(1 + et' p' el1- 8)(1- 8+ 2p8) . 

e' _. (R, __ R" )= p,8, + P;8, + p.8. 
~ I 0 1, J. '# 0:! 

p,+p,+ p. 

where p, = Pr(u,,u,)Pr(u,,u,)Pr(d,!u,, u, ) 

= (1+8')[1- 4p8(1+8)(2p-l) + 4p ' e ' (~+8)'] . 
8 a a-
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=(I - e)(I + e)['_ ze(2p - 1) + 48 2 p(J - p)] 
8 1 + e (1 + e)' · 

p 6 "' Pr(u, .d,) Pr(u, ,d, ) Pr(d, Ju ,, d, ) 

= (I - e)(I +e) [
1 

_ 2e(2p -I) ' _ 4El ' p(I - p)] 
8 l + e (I+El) ' ' 

p,e, = 0.5a-' pEl(I - p)(I + e)(I + e' )[a+ 2pEl(I + e)]. 

p,e, = 0 5(1 +e)-' pEl(l- p)(l- El)(I + 38- 2pEl) , and 

p.e. = o.5(I + et' pEl(1- p}{I- e)(1-El+ 2pe) 

e .. < (R • R" = )= P1e1 + p,e, + p.e. 
2 1 ;t:ol, l 0 2 

Pr + Ps + P. 

where p1 :;Pr(u1,d1)Pr(u,,u, )PrVt, Ju ,, u, ) 

(1- e)(I +e) [ 2e(2p- 1) 4El ' p(1- p)] 
1+ + ( ) ' 8 1+8 l+El ' 

p, = Pr(u,, u1 ) Pr(u,, u, )Pr(u,Ju ,, u2 ) 

=6+e ' )[1+ 4El(1-p)(1+El)(2p-1)+ 4El 2 (I -p)'(1+e)' ] 
8 f3 13 ' . 

p 9 = Pr(u, , 11 1 )Pr(u, ,d, )Pr(u , Ju ,, d,) 

= 6+8' )[1- 4El ' (I +El) ' (I-p)'] 
8 f3 ' ' 

p,e, = o.5(1 +e)-' pEl(J- e)(l- p )(I + e + 2pe) , 

p,e, = 05[r'pEl(i+e)U+El' )(I- p)[a+2El(I+e)(I - p)] , and 

p.e. = o.5W' pe(I + e)(I + e' )(I- p)[a- 2El(I + e)(J- p)]. 
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where p 10 = Pr(u,,d,)Pr(u, ,u, )Pr(d,Ju ,, uJ 

= (1- e)(I +e)[~- 2e(2p -I)+ 4e' p(I- p)] 
8 1 + e (1 +e)' · 

p 11 = Pr(u,, uJPr(u,, u, )Pr(d,Ju,, u, ) 

J + e' )[1- 4e(I- p)(1 + e)(2p -1) + 4e ' (I- p)' (1 +e)' J 
8 (3 (3 ' . 

J1+e' )[J- 4e ' (I+e)' (!-p) ' ] 
8 (3 ' ' 

P,.e,. = o.s(1 + e)-' e(1- e)(1- p)' (1 + e + 2p9), 

p, e12 = 0.5(3-'e(! + el& + e' )(!- p )'[a- 2e(1 + e)(I- p)]. 

Define £8 ·~ (R~, o1 , R; ) as the expectation of S~. Since 

+ Pr(u1,u1)Pr(u2 ,u2 )Pr(d,Ju ,,u,) S ~ {R,A = o1 ,R; too,) 

+ Pr(u1,u1 )Pr(u, ,d, )Pr(d,Ju, ,d,) e ~ (u, ,u1,u1 ,u2 ,d2 ,d2 ) 
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and simi larly 

+ Pr(u, A) Pr(u,, d, )Pr(u,Ju,, d, ) e~ (R;' = a
1 
,R; =a,) 

+ Pr(u, .d.) Pr(u,, d, )Pr(d,Ju,, d2 ) e~ (Rt =a" R; ;t a,) 

=pea-l (J + e)(l + e' )+ pe(J- e) > EfJ~ (u1 , 111 ,d 1
) 

Ee; (u,,d,, u, ) > £6; (u, ,cf.,d,), 

Ee; (d, ,d, ,u,) > Ee; (d,,d,, d, ), 

A never deviates in period 2. 

Finally we consider period 1. Suppose s;' = 111. If R,A = u, , the sum of his 

expected utiliry in period I and 2 is 

nJR,A = s: )= le: (11 J> u , )+ Ee~ (u, ,u, ,u,)]PrG,,Ju ,) 

+ k (u, ,d,)+ES~ (u, ,d, ,u, )]Pr(d,h ). 

If he deviates and chooses R,' = d,, the sum is 

n A (Rt "'s,A )= le;' (u, , 11 , )+Ee; (d, A. 11 , )]Pr{d,Ju,) 

+ k (u,,d. )+ Ee; (d, ,u, ,u, )]Pr~t ,JuJ. 

Since calculation shows that 

n A (R,A = s;') > n , (R,·• "' st). 

A never deviates from the equilib rium in period l. Q.E.D. 
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